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herever possible, the J557 edition will be used because the docteur was alive and proof reading it during 

its printing process. The J555 publication stopped at 4 53 for more than one decoder-education purpose 

and varies some-what to the  J557  edition, which is the more polished and public-friendly read-out. 

Any long term reader will have noticed that the name St. Germain very rarely appeared in any previous warning. 

As always, the information held within the alerts has been time- related.   How that is done is beyond my own 
means of comprehension. You will be shown a perfect example of this here in C+F+5 33 4 the synchronicity of 
which has appeared in numerous occasions to the point there is barely one pdf article without such a "co-incidence". 

J publication                                             ZEE- cipher for Casseopean 

£  2847 1 18 4 Le port Phoce de voilles & nefz couuert. The port of Marseilles/Venice covered with ships and sails. 
I added Venice as a possibility because Venice was known as Phoenice- (Phen-ees) from where the Phoenicians embarked 

SHE ENCODES TRUE LETTERPROP; TO UURITE; FOCUS ONCEafter VIOLET  ZEE-DOVE PROPHETIC ONE: St Germain Prophet 

HE SEES RULE OUT OIL-PETROL...SEES IN  

STEEL TOUUERS PLOTTER CONFUZED ILLS/ false flags COUTURE. event dressed  up  as  something  else 

PERCEPTIVE NELL PROVES CLEVER DOCTOR FLEUU UUITH PROTECTIVE DEFECTOR:(E'YA) UUITH  POET'S RESPECT OF OPPOSITE 
CHOICES.  VINE-COPPER/Virgo-Libra date *  HE TO REPEL  EUNUCHIZERS  CUED  TELEPHONES  EVENT  (HUAWEI/YHWH/5G) 
COPIEST DEVELOPS PERFECT COOL-TO-HOT  PERVERTER D.E.F. HOUUITZER  (TUUELVE-FOOT ELECTROSCOPE  FUSE 
SCORCHER) FIRES FOOL  UURETCHED  LEPROTIC SHEEP DOPES  LOSE HOPE,  PLUS ELITE  ELEVENTH  OVER-THREUU 
CREEPS COOLEST COLD  OVER FROZEN DESPOT UUITCHES' (HILLARIE'S)  UUOLF COPS  CLOVEN-HOOFED  HIRUDO-LEECH  ZOO 

           Telling us to use the century that Jain invented the number nought or zero, he published in J458. So 458 is the cipher to add. 
           For instance  first published March 1555 + 458 = 2013, which was when the Triple Method was first published,  in March!                   
           And  Presage 1562 plus 458 = 2020 and so on .    See all the other Jain lines C+F+ JAIN 

  
* VINE-COPPER/Virgo-Libra date = this is the same date the "plural undertaking" mentioned in 5 36 4 le gouftant sera fimple rural 
ST. GERMAIN RULES REAL NESARA-GESARA FOR  PROLE,  FELT PLURAL FEAT FREE FROM ROMAN REIGN ROGUE    and 
7 22 4 DOOR PORTAL IN A *PLURAL UNDERTAKING* IN SPRING EARS DIURNAL IN LEAP ANNUAL   

pairs RESPECT OF OPPOSITE CHOICES.  
 

 PLURAL FEAT is the 7 22 4 DOOR PORTAL IN A PLURAL UNDERTAKING IN SPRING 

o 6 1 2 De gent eftrange,  fecourir roy nouveau:  From alien people, aiding the new president: 

o £  1444 6 1 2 OUR STRANGE COURIER SENT AGAIN TO ENCOURAGE YOU. IRONY IS; AGENT KNOUUS YOUR SECRETS.  
DR. SEES YOU ARE NUDE IANUARY. yes, and we both chuckled   TREATS YOUR GENE SOURCE; TESTS ITS RANGE (?) 

o VIOLET CREATURE AUGUR SEES... the  VIOLET  are a form of angel, yet to be studied.                                           

o I guess here is as good a place as any to collect their lines: 
 

 
 
£  2852  Vn Aigle autour du Soleil voit s'esbatre. One eagle seen playing around the sun.       

 

 RE-EVALUATING LEAVING UUORD TO UUORLDS**  ...  

IT TRIES TO ALIGN EVIL TOUUARD BRAVEST SOULS.(to collect that "loosh")  
• Recall all those warnings regarding the two false asteroids, false only in that they are being aimed. The "last cards" for the         

deep state to arrange order out of chaos. Their "order",  the so called new world order. 3 34 4 is part of this false flag  

• **LEAVING WORD – meaning, reconsidering if these texts should continue. Partly due to the ritual mocking aspect of it all. 
3 34 4 :  THE FOLLOWING AREAS READ:  ALDERNEY [Perth W.A.] ARYAN (India 
Pakistan), CANADA, 2 2 3ALL EUROPEAN, DRAGON (China), DUNGAREE [Kandos NSW/Mt Baw Baw Victoria] DRURY LANE, (UK),  
EAGLE [USA] GADARENES, GRANADA [Andalusia], GRENADA [South Caribbean] RIO, GRAND CANYON, GET THE REF  GREENDALE 
(many), GROENENDAEL [Belgium] GURNARD [Nth France] LA  GUERRE [New Caledonia] LAUDERDALE, NAURU, PERU, 
RENAUD/RENAULT [France],     RURAL DANE,   A.C.T. UNDER [Australia] "Melbourne, queer year" currently, right now  Sept. 2020     
LEGENDARY  UR  AREA,  URUGUAY.  GET THE GRAND CANYON  REF There were warnings years ago about reptilians uprising from Rio Grande, old computer 

3 34 4 TO TAMPER  ART’S FORMULAE : EXAMINE  FEARSOME  MORAL/Jesus  FAUX PAS (MAP MURAL AREA,  AXE*) 
*see lines regarding ‘’AXE PERIPHERALS’’ of Eucharist. The texts have been saying that the Christ is an invention of those from Leo 
(which used to be called ‘‘Carpenter Constellation’’) in the pdf forum DA VINCI MET NOSTRADAMUS 
➢ A.C.T. UNDER  pairs "ESTOMACH" HOST CAME ~ HAS SHOT COMET. MAE. In Taurus MET  THE   CHAOS .  COST  THOSE MACHO  SET   

pairs  'BELLYFUL'1 65 3 with Macho Set meaning the Patriarchal. The words COT SHAME  is here too,  refers to you know what. 

 
The reference you see prior to a quatrein line 
that appears like this £  1444 6 1 2  means the 
Quatrein was done by Allan Webber’s program 

The  £   sign is to prevent the computer from 
automatically assigning its own  number order 
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➢ £   137 2 37 1  GRACE: REGARDANCE QUEER YEAR DANGER, YOU ARE NONE READY.  MOB DECEMBER 
£  2396 6 10 3  R./drako ROGUES RULE'REGROUUS RENEUUAL'/super soldiers SEALS RULE LESS U.N JUNTA.               

NOBLES LENSES/cronor visor SEE RUMBLE,/battles LOSE TUNNELS ALE/May 2020)UNSEEN TALLS ALSO LOSE. 

LANE/orbit LOUT/Nemesis STOLEN JET STREAM JAUNTS 
▪ UNSEEN TALLS   the underground Maitre/Mabus Grayles of Phil Schneider and the Industrial Military Media Complex/Pentagon 

➢ £  3562 8 91 4 PUNIEST VENTURINGS VESTING IN SUPINE/laying down SUUEEPING PLAGUE UNITES MELBOURNE MOB PROBLEM 

[deep bases battles] RULED RAT.2020 PAIRED TUUELVESIGNzodiac NUMBERS 24?  not sure what this means yet 

1 46 3  U.N PREMEDITATED:  DARTS URDU (Pakistan) PUNIEST/most acute  SONIC D.E.F.   

1 82 2  FEUD FUR/FIR tree DATE /Dec 22 DART, fuse event  D.E.F. URDU Pakistan  RAT (2020) 

10 82 4 MODERN D.E.F. DART FLARES PAINFULLY PULVERIZED URDU, FREEZES  FRIENDLY  RUSSIANS 

2 73 4  YOD ( ten of the Elohim ) DISMAY: 

ADROIT EUREKA TELLINGER IS NOUU  I-PADS KEYBOARDS MEDIA,  
BREEDS DOUBT INDIA-PAKISTAN’S GIANT  OBITUARY – BIASED  EMPTIER  IDEA,   (depopulation) 

 
 

 
SPARKLER’’ BOMB,  
GENETIC  MANIPULATION,  TRADING,    
IMAGINES ‘BLUE MOUSE’, MASTERS, IMPAIRED,  BRAIN-DEAD*  
recall the last movie of Natalie Wood.See pg 11 How EnKi Operates 
SUBURBAN OBESE LEPERS,(unknowing) BROKEN DRIED-UP SPIRIT.  
U.N. ELITE KIDDY SPIDER SAID ‘NO PITY’.  ...... (Pity the children 1 99, 3 89 4 

UUE ELO’IM~ABIDE  GENIUS  BAND;  a pun.  Band means the Milky Way   
DISAGREE  INDUBITABLY.  absolutely, without doubt 
DISLIKE  TRENDIES  ‘O.M.G.’  DISPARAGING  TRUE  PRAYER  OUT.  
MY DILIGENT  STEADIEST ADEPT RELIABLE OBEDIENT TIME GATE 
POET’S SOLID RULES INSPIRE QUESTIONER SOULS / those who ask   
o Poet is always Nostradamus 
o A full page of Pakistan warnings in Armageddon Warlike Image 

at page 23 
 **pairs:  – 10 34 3 below. Guessing this was why they said not to make a circus of my supposed final 
 pick up – which was to have occurred Sept. 19 2020. That particular night a huge swirling storm congregated over my farm – and   
 it did seem to appear to be a battle using the wind... and me ready to go. The word disappointment does not cover my angst.  

Even obeying the direction given in:  fcere tempora, necmomenta & c. Combien que-   From Prologue to the Centuries 
AESOP PARKS NOTE:  REMEMBER QUOTE? "ACCEPTANCE OF MNEMONIC" BEFORE ACQUAINT COMMENCEMENT ? 
BECAME COMPERE COMMENCEMENT OF QUATREIN QUOTIENT [my portion] ~ UUAS QUIET PERFORMANCES  
COMPETENCE COMES OF from PRE–ACQUAINTED  PRENATAL  &  RE~COMMENCEMENT – NICE RAMP ENFORCES.   

 

o outlived tenantry again – this is now the second time They had prepped me for a final pick up, and backed off. Changed Timelines…        
turns out that date was not an equinox any more – due to our new elliptical orbit. That did not happen until October 6th.  

o Rat – Cat = 2020 to 2023  ( 2021 = Ox, 2022 = Tiger, 2023 = Cat-Hare-Rabbit, 2024 = Dragon )  “RAMP”8 30 vasacle = time gate  

PAKISTAN~URDU 
From the Casseopea Files 

After some thought, it came to me that not every single visitor to Laura was the true ridgy-didge expected visitor. 
Recall the admonition  regarding  Dolores (Delores) Canon and her false visitor  pretending  to be Nostradamus? 
Now that you have seen the Triple Method for yourselves, do you really think those responses to her questions came 
from the real Nostradamus? No. And for the same reason – this entity here answering Laura's questions strikes me as 
being a false channel. Two immediate reasons come to my mind. The first is the Winston Churchill comment which is 
not here – saying he was as  revered (by the Casseopean) as Mahatma Ghandi.  Yet Churchill was a mass murderer. 
The second doubt I have, after working with the shars of the Nemesis system (being around the 700 year gap) yet this 
particular Casseopean channelling herein was consistent with a fixed "3,600"  not even giving it an approx. or  'circa'. 
See how 'misinformation' works?  The disengious answer to a question such as "are aliens with the Comet system?" being 
a simple 'No' is misleading, since those with the mini Cometary system are human.  But this is how the Casseopean do 
teach – by leaving gaps big enough to require  questions. 
 

"©cQ: The Atlanteans were Celts? 
 A: "Celts, Druids," etc... are merely latter day designations. 
Q: Let's back up here.  You said that the Celts came from   They were transported by the Lizzies... brought here?   
A: Yes. 
Q: When the Lizzies did this, how many Celts were physically brought  here? 
A: Hundreds of millions. 
Q: How long, in our terms, did it take to bring these Celts to this  planet?   
Or, is this ongoing? 
A: Well, in the sense that you measure it, let us say about a week. 

1 23 4 AigleSoleil        =  lilli = stargate 
EGO IS LEGALISES  LOGS 

SELL    
GOES  SAILS  GALES  SILL (edge-plane). SAGE 
ALLIES ALLEGE  ALL  GOES  AGES  SEAL orbits 
ALSO SALE tell AEGIS  GILL-ELL  LAGS follows 
SOL  AISLE  LEES  EASE. SO SEE LOSE GILLIE 
hunter/Orion GOES  ALES, date   May/June 
EAGLE-LEO  ELI  IS  ILLEGAL  LILLI   AGO. 
gill = liquid measurement (150ml  1/4 pint) 
ell = length measurement  similar to cubit 
aisle lees = Fibonacci scale, a spiral 
Saying Galileo was incorrect about orbital  
planes, they are not "at the edge" but follow 

our sun.  Casseopea Files    said the same 

 
 

What a coincidence that Nostradamus uses "Celtique" ciphers 
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Q: Did they transport them in ships, that is some sort of structure.   That  
is, did they load them up, move them into 4th density, reemerge here  in  
3rd density, or something like that? 

They would  have  been  loaded  into  cargo  KUR. Large  mobile  planetoids 
A: Close.    [using time gates] 
Q: And they unloaded them in the area of the Caucasus, is that  correct? 
A: And regions surrounding. 
Q: And, that was what, 79 to 80 thousand years ago? 
A: Over 80,000. 
Q: As I understand it, Atlantis was already quite a developed  civilization  at that time, is that correct? 
A: Yes, but regions change with waves of immigration, or conquest...  witness your own lands. 
Q: You also said once that there was a nuclear war in India and that  this was what was being discussed in the Vedas when it talks 
about the  'blue-skinned' people* who weren't really blue because they were  Celts, and they were flying in aircraft, and they were engaged 
in this war,  etc.  Who were the Celts at war with? 

* 'blue-skinned' people :  the color is caused by the ingestion of colloidal silver-gold (ormus gold) to protect their DNA in      
   time gate trips, this detail then pinpoints the visitors as human or at least mammalian. 

A: The Paranthas. 
Q: Now, wait a minute!  Who are the Paranthas?!  Do we have a new  player here? 
A: Not new. 
Q: Do we know them by another name? 
A: Choose. 
Q: The Atlanteans?  Were the Celts of India [Vinca] at war with the  Atlanteans in the Atlantic? 
A: Atlantis was merely a home base of an advanced civilisation of 3  races  
of humans occupying different sections of a huge Island empire,  which,  
in itself, underwent 3 incarnations over a 100,000 year period as you  would measure it.   
Q: The 3 races were the Celts... and who were the second and third? 
A: Or Kantekkians. 
Q: Are the Kantekkians different from the Celts? 
A: Only in the sense of long term racial and genetic blending. 
Q: So, Atlantis had the Kantekkians and who else? 
A: Race you would call "Native Americans," **and a third, no longer  existing race, somewhat resembling Australian or Guinean aborigines,  
only lighter in complexion. 

**Native Americans, with haplo group X DNA. No mention of the peoples whose strange  skulls  Steven and Evan Strong  
  found.  Had they been accidental visitors such as the Dropa? 

Q: Was this third group destroyed by the other two? 
A: One of the 3 cataclysms.                     in the texts the word "PENULTIMATE" points to one of these with  PERFECT  FLIP in the BAUVAL pdf 

(3 X 3600 = across  a 10,800 year period, with Younger Dryas the 1st .. The actual shar of the Nemesis system is around 

700 years and every FIFTH elliptical  shar is the circa 3600 gapsee the PDFS "RESETS")     and Part 2 " The Travel Gaps Of The Nemesis System..." 

Q: Paranthas.  Who were the Paranthas? 
A: [the] Nation of race mentioned above. 
Q: So, the Paranthas were the antecedents of the Abos of Australia? 

Pointing out that the Original people of Australia do not themselves use the word "Abos".  Koori  is acceptable to them 
A: Yes, and compare to now existing peoples of India, Pakistan, Sri  Lanka, Australia, and New Guinea for similarities, bearing in mind  
genetic mixing and dilution.  

 

7 21 1. Par peƒtillente inimitié Volƒicque, By the enmity of pestilential Languedoc, 

IMPLICATES  PERCEPTIVE  CLEVER  Q  ANON  VIRTUE 
 (free energy)  

A PROFICIENT QUINTILLION IN RESPECT OF ALL LIFE 
 

MULTIPLE  ELUSIVE  PREVIOUS  ELITE  ILLUMINATI REPTILIAN CITIES 
define quintillion – a 1 with 18 zeroes,or a million to the power of 5 = a million million million million million 

7 21 VolƒicqueSorgues      (VIEUUERS = Watchers, the real ones, not the zoo-keepers) 
VIEUUERS' ELVES (LOVE GROUU) FLEUU SUUERVES ROCKS GR0OVES,/orbits?SUUIVE FOOLS,UURECKS LESS, LESS LOSS OF FOLK LIFE  

 REVIEUU FORGIVE UUORSE OGRE CROOKS. SOLVES IF EVIL GOES.  IS:  GIVES  FLOUUER  KISS  OF  UUIFE 
➢  and that would be a 

timing clue. Recall ¨A New Earth and a New Heaven¨. Colossal Span Contorted  Da Vinci Dissolved  Isaiah 34:4, Contortions  5:89:4.   

Earth Drop Turmoil  7:10:1 & Hopi Prophecy Rock Unzip, Scroll Out  2:72. ¨non fatal turn¨   J564  ¨Uproar Spin Contrary¨  2:73:4   

  “ Skies Recede” Rev 6:4.  ¨Skies Roll Up¨ Heb. 1:12  ¨Spirals Planets¨  1:50:3 ¨Torqued All Planets¨  10:100:4  the very last line  
¨Unacustomed Cetus¨ 5:9:4 telling us Cetus will not be where it is accustomed to be, where we are not accustomed to see it 

£  1082 2 39 2 Germain, Gaulois, Hefpagnols pour le fort:  Germans, Gauls, Spaniards for the fort: 
HELIOS sun PHASE: GERMINATOR SLOPING. IGIUANAS POUR LEPROUS OIL MA.Libra AIM SHAPE LOOPS SLING LOUIS-MARIEasteroids  

 RULE ALONG IN EARTH HASSLES.   
NELL USE APHESIS LETTERS.silent letters – an old directive         

HOLINESS  ANGELS  SHIPS  HELPING  PEOPLE  IN FALSE  FLAG    METEORITES. 
➢ OS is Capricorn: Dec 21 – Jan 20. Fir Tree is Dec  22-24   

Q: (L) Is the cluster of fragments in between the   
orbits of Mars and Jupiter the remains of a planet? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) What was that planet known as? 
A:    
Q: (L) When did that planet break apart into the 
asteroid belt ?. 
A: 79 thousand years ago 

 

By saying “3600 years”  throughout these 
transcrips, of which only a tiny excerpt is 
shown here – indicates an amount of deceit. 
Deception about the incoming planetary solar 
system . I wonder why? 
Not explaining the ca700 year visits, but only 
the destructive orbit, which, being elliptical is 
never the exact same timing each time. 
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C+F+ “ENGL”   There are 15 results relating to England, English, Englanders and most are about meteorites at Os/Capricorn/Pearl/Yule date 
 

£  2581 8 53 3  Il volera faifant chofes fi haultes, He will fly away doing very great things, 
OVATION: ONE FEARLESS FAITHFUL AUSTRALIAN  CHANTS: 

end of days 

VILEST LOATHEFUL VILLAINOUS FISH-FACE R.Drako FALSIFIER FANATICS EVIL ANTICS IS HAUL ASTRAL FIASCO AFLARE. 
this may have already happened.  Recall "SPINDLE AT THE SUN event"?  

 overgrowth of skin strata  the ovum so saying Asia chooses  transhumanism 
 

 

5 11 VenusAƒƒriqueSaturneAƒiatique  

  ‘i’ is also ‘y’, ‘q’ is also ‘k’ and ‘c’ 
QUEER FIVE

Appeared in ANTENNAE May 10 2017 
hopefully I will remember to check the word 
SUUIVES, but from recall it means to partake in 
rough or adulterous sexual congress. They could have 
said ʺfucks the futureʺ too, the letters are there for that 
word. Swives is a medieval form of the 4 letter version  
There was a choice of words describing the future – 
the other was SKIVES – also suitable.   It means 
indolence, lazyness, bludging, no input.       
QUEER FIVE: ‘hands-on’ Dahl, Hreidmar Dwarfs, 
Procyon, Synthetic Androids, Tau Cetian. 

 
 

 

£  1434 5 91 2 Du  bout  J557 Torrent & champ Athenien:  Up right  and  flowing from Athenian field  : coming from direction of Greece 

        Line four = when Mars is in Leo and Saturn in Aquarius .  (Up right = right up) 
NEED TUTOR MEAD TO MATCH THE TORTURED  MAP TOUUN’D  AMPHITHEATER/a Greek term PATH  BENEATH,   ADRIATIC pdfs 

 INTO  MORE THAN NINE  CHANTMETRIC quatrains THAT  I HAD ENTER’D;  THEN  ETCH  IT.(I had “etched it” here on this map 
back in 2009, but had only just today 10th Dec 2020 discovered this hidden text asking me to do that) this quatrein continues C+F+ 5 91 2 

 IANTHE/ violet ones  MANTID  TEN:  ANTIDOTE  THE  HEAT  UUHICH  MADE   AMPHITENE  TORTURE  TORRENT 
➢ AMPHITENE the stage of zygotene at first cell  division. So saying the Elohim Mantids alleviate  mutation caused by this heat 

➢ Torrent Athenien   (thirteenth Ornate/Thorn [Libra] begins from Sept. 22, so saying begins Oct. 5th) 

INTONE: THIRTEEN- NINETEENTH ORNATE  THORN   , U ENTERTAIN 
 THIN AIR.  TENANT NATION  EATEN.  NEITHER  RARE  THEATRE  TURN   NOR  TREE  THEREIN.  IN  ATEN  RETURN 

➢     

➢ INTO  MORE THAN  NINE  CHANTMETRIC  original quatrains: 
two great rocks  1 87.  Long meteor 2 46.  4 67.  Two mountains assembled/asteroids 6 47. Tuscany the worst  9 45. 
Corinth, Ephesus 1 77. 2 52. 3 3. Subdued one  at Mende, at Rodez and Milhau meteor Cahors, Limoges, Castres bad week, 
By night the entry, 4 44. see 4 26 3 from Bordeaux an insult/assault. From heaven, & holding the Earth  rule: (the D.S. 
shadow government) No one will see the forces of Asia perish     (by either meteorite or by a solar force then by ice age 
4 50.   The great Celt [Ogmios]  will enter Rome   6 28.                    (Teutatis 1 87 4/Anu/Nibiru and meteorite followers) 
Leaving a throng of the exiled and banished:  The great pastor (Pasteur – vaccines) will put to death every man. 

This image appeared in the 9th pdf 
ever posted at the website. It is 
here again because of several 
"coincidences" 
1) Arethusa-Teutatis comes every 

four years with 2020 being one    
of them.  

2) It comes just before Yule 
3) OS starts December 21 which is   

Fir Tree date 
4)  
5) 

 
6) and see the Adriatic articles 
2 39 2  IN  FALSE  FLAG  OS/Fir Tree/ 
Yule  RAT/2020  METEORITES. C+f  9 100 3  

and  10 47 3 

£   419 5 19 1 LAY: 
AUGIAN/filthy URANIA  
IGUANA DRAGONRY DORY 
LORD  RAIL-ROADED 
GUIANA* ROYAL DANGER 
REGALEMENT DEIANARA 
/asteroid RAINING 
RADON  ELEMENT 
ADORE/Libra date  ? 
ENLARGEMENT  OLD  
MEDITERRANEAN, 
ENGLAND 
*10 39 spoke of Aten 
over Dutch Guiana, & 
the same one VERMONT 
TO CHILE. 10 92 4 
7 26 2 Sera livree une 
mortelle guerre: (Webber)  
EVEN MORE TRUE 
IS.RA.EL RUE ILLEGAL 
METEOR AVENUE 
REVENGE - RUIN 
VERMONT.  BONE  DATE 

Capricorn-Yule 

DRAGONRY DORY – flat        
disc shaped craft 

As Always with a 
given date, 

allowance may be 
needed for the 

quantum astrology 
Meaning any time in 
one orbit following 
The given dating 
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2 30  
6.69 
The great pity [“pity the children” 1 99  2.82 3 89 4.  8.3  8.55 ]  will occur before long, 
Those who gave will be obliged to take,          Nesara 
Those who take will be forced to give.             For Nesara 
Naked, starving, withstanding cold and thirst, 
To pass over the mountains committing great scandal. the false meteor 

4 45 1 Par conflit roi, regne abandonnera 

1. GENDARMERIE GREY  DAMPEN  EPIDERM          (skin) 
1. RESPIRE ORGANELLES  ALLERGEN   
2. SEMIPROSTRATE  so OLDEST  DANGER OS 
2. PRIMED  T   -  ROTATES  AT  EASTER,  ROSE 
3. ERATO  RESETS  AIR  RATE   END  RAM  see 8 20 2 
4.   NAMED  RIP   

Through (because of) leaders conflict, royalty abandoned 
ERATO the 10 39 Guiana  event,  Vermont to Chile  
Because of war a leader [?] will abandon his reign 
ROSE EASTER   lines consistently tells us this  
T: Celt Holly = July 9 August 4 
End of Aries.  Not sure if  RIP is  R.I.P.  or a tear in the 
skies 

GENDARME  the one in charge who anoints his skin (to feed) breathes in organisms to which he is allergic 
 (a  Roswell  type grey) 
Earth is semi prostrate in OS – Capricorn. Moves  5,000+ naut miles/a nautical mile is 1.1508 miles, or 6,076 feet.  
 (equals 5.754 miles), texts say Saudi Arabia becomes the new north pole with Antarctica back at the Equator 
ERATO is an asteroid any asteroid, which resets the speed of Earth’s spin or the quantity of oxygen etc.   

➢ 4 44  see directive   ''BI THESAURAL''  5 61 2  
DRONE HAULED ~ CHUNKY HILUM AMENDED   a meteor – much advertised by NASA, but sent by them 
TAURUS Aldebaran  Nazis SUCH OANNES/ANAKIM.  ZETA HERCULIS  the greys of treaty 9 and the Annunakim 

 

1 42 1  Le dix Kalendes d'Apuril  de faict Gotique   The spring kalends made Gothic     
(Being derived from ‘Goth’, Gotique as a word ceased to be used after the 600s Nigel Offord 

EDUCATE  EXPLODING  KELL'S  STAR IS QUID/this/Ogmios   
(Kell's = Celtic = Ogmios from Hercules Constellation) 

CELTIC STAR = NEMESIS, ISON, PASSOVER, HERCUBOLIS, TYCHON, WINGED  ATEN, WORMWOOD2029  year of the  cockerel-rooster 

OGMIOS = OG = Giant   MIOS = from Urania, the heavens 

 

4 20 The place will praise peace and plenty for a long time  
goes with 10 89 fifty seven peaceful years 1946 – 20 3 2003 

Throughout its realm the fleur-de-lis [free electricity] deserted: 
Oannes transport the Earth, body of water dead 2crop circles 
from Gulf oil Spill-corexit-Fukushima – all planned 

Pointless hoping being raptured (caught up) is fortunate 

4 20 1 Paix vberte long temps lieu louera     EXTREME GULLIBLE (rapture) EVAPORATIONS UP – AN EXPLOSIVE LARGE TIME TROUBLE UP. 
EXPLETIVE– REUSEABLE PROMULGATION (our souls being destroyed) ABLE EXPLOIT GRUESOME INTERVAL 
4 20 2 Par tout fon regne defert la fleur de lis: LEADERS  FORTUNE-TELLING [wishful thinking] DEPARTURE OFF rapture 
4 20 3 Corps morts d'eau, terre l lon aportera, CLASSROOM {you) RO UNRELATED PERPETRATOR:  nothing to do with rapture 
4 20 4 Sperants vain heur d'eftre la enleuelis. (rapture)      HANDS (the positive Leonines from Regulus) INTERVENE PULSE EAR [Virgo] 
INFLUENTIAL REVERSES THE  EARLIEST FULL PLEASURE DNA.  NEVERTHELESS, FAILURES TUNED AIR PLANE 

but: 3 45 3 Aux Thouloufains fera bien dur exemple 
FOX UP:  AIM 'FIX' UNENDURABLE HETEROSEXUAL  
ED EXPLAIN  –  UNABLE FIX  HUMUROUS  FEATURE 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
This may relate to 4 20 4 REVERSES FULL PLEASURE 
by turning "heterosexuals" into adrogynous or even A.I 
using or mutating our DNA, making HANDS this FOX 

Thouloufains IS HOT  ISON  NOT  USUAL  O[orbit]FOUL  SOUTH  
IN  A (Dec 21/22) UU[LyRan] L [Tau] TO FASHION HAUL FUSION 
…  FOUL HIATUS (pause) HAUNT  SOUL OF NAUTILUS (Oannes)    
HALO IS OUT OF SUN (sack cloth?) 
ISON HAUL THOU  O (orbit)  Other lines repeatedly said an 
asteroid body,  will cause the Earth to "roll" onto another orbit, 
thus causing the "sack cloth" of the bible, which is two things:  a 
trip into outer space with the loss of the sun  

4 73 
Le nepveu grand par forces prouvera 
Le pache fair  du coeur pufillanime: 
Ferrare & Aft le Duc efprouvera, 
Par lors qu'au foir fera le pantomime. 
Pantomime = hologramf 

4 73 
The great nephew [Nanar of 8 85] or Ninurta or Marduk by strength will prove 
The treaty made by the pusillanimous heart: F.D.R. 
(that which was prepared to 'trade in men' for technology) 
The president will try Ferrara and Asti, (where asteroid is aimed) 
4 73 4 When the pantomine will take place in the evening. 

4  73 FerrareAstDuc       ARES= genocide  CARD= implanted chips 
READ AFTER CRUSADER-STAR  RECUR, [Nibiru] FADES - FRACTURE[Earth]  FRACTURED in EARS (Virgo) RETRACE  U.S. DRAFT; CAREER  SURE 
CARE DRAFTS FRAUD - R [Draco] RACE USE DRAFT, [Treaty] TARRED SURFACE, CURE FAR TRADES [trade in men]  RESET FRAUD ARC, [orbit]  
TRUE FEAR ARES CARDS these are the chips REFUSE CARD ART  RUDE  [bad]  CRAFTS – AS  [god] REDRAFT CURE~REST AFAR, [Earth] CURED  

3 89 4  Seduict leur roy,royne plus outragee.      Their king seduced, queen outraged more.         COURTEOUS LOYAL UP = Elohim All. 
ERRONEOUS AGRICULTURE SEEDS (pun) NEURO-SURGERY  ATROCIOUSLY DELETES YOUR SOUL REGULATES PRECIOUS DRIP  

PITUITARY DUTY [neuro hormones]  ERRONEOUSLY – YOUR
 [spiritual]

 RESOURCES TONGUE-TIED (can't communicate). ADULTEROUS  TO  YOUR 

SUPER-ENERGETIC. [the] COURTEOUS LOYAL UP ~ POURED UTILITY CURED DEEP:   RULE SURE REPAIRED 
YOUNGEST.  PITY  RITUAL [sacrifice] IDOL  LILY PILOT[YHVVH/OLD ENLIL (the beast) LIES … ALL OILY PUTRIDITY     
After writing this,(2014)  I sit here dumbfounded once again. LILY is the key word for the time portal (hence the Lotus Project)    
Found this again December 12 2020 – Indeed – Gene Decode Videos are validified here!   PRECIOUS DRIP = adrenachrome 

 

 4 59 1 Two beset in burning fervour: 
 4 59 4 To the Genevans this will show the       
  path from Nira …IRAN. 
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£  32194:90:4 Chair, pain, ne vivres n'auront un ƒeul boucin.They will not have a single morsel of meat, bread or victuals. 

PAIR NEBULOUS UNIVERSE : IN CHANI VEIN: via computer 
ANSUUER U.N. ELBOUUS/Ophiuchus Mabus- shape shifters in the U.N. 
REASON PAIN BELOUU CHINA, (and) PARICHIA (curve of false asteroid) 

3 12 1 Because of the overflow of the Ebro, Po, Tagus, Tiber and Rhone 
METEORITE GATHER’D TO BOMB EMPIRE.   R.O GRAB MPH/ its speed  TO BEAM, SEND  BRIGHTER POEM  
 

1 99 4 What pity for the Narbon/ANON, AN/heaven BORN  children around !  
2 82 3 The heir having the last one before him    (by  hunger the prey will make the wolf prisoner,) 

3 89 4 SURE REPAIRED YOUNGEST.   PITY the RITUAL of harvesting adrenachrome 
8 55 4 Perfect children's throats slit by the knife. 
8 89 2 Who slaughtered their children in order to reign. FDR 
10 57 It will defile/revile the young children of the elite: Never was there a more filthy and cruel being, 
8 3 2 The youngest born of Nancy will be shut up. The first ones to  be taxed  in  Turin/ 

           “taxed” from ards/ardu, treated arduously.   A hint that stolen children are part of a ‘deal’ (Turin-vatican) 
IT CANNY CYAN TYRANNIC  U.N. TINY  R. /drako RUN CITY UNIT. INCUR  IN  RAT-CAT (2020 to 2023) INN/Earth TURN 
CYAN = Bluish skin is the result of ingesting colloidal gold-silver.  CANNY = cunning TINY RUNT Drako = reptiloid greys 

 

4 90 4 Chair, pain, ne vivecs n'auront un ƒeul boucin.  (Chair refers to Casseopea lounging) 
IS U.N. UUHORE-CONCUBINE EUNUCH CARPATHIAN BASE VALIANT THOR CROONER PRONOUNCES [UNCLEAN] NAIVE  
UNCONVENTIONAL VIBRANCIES UP, HE IS INNOVATOR OF ‘CONVINCES PUBLIC PAUUN’ NUCLEAR  ƑIERCE ƑURNACES   
ARE SAFE.  TO SCAN CURVES PANIC, RUIN IN RAVEN/Yule.            Unclean is a pun on Lepers. Unclean = dirty frequencies 
ANNOUNCE  ƑAIR CUBE /Lyran ORBS (INNOCENT VALOUR) UUINNER, CONƑINES UNNATURAL TECH-NICAL 

NUCLEAR CONNIVANCIES,holograms SPURN AS UN-ƑUNCTIONAL  BURN-UP  [NUCLEAR]  A Ƒ ƑECTS  THE   ƑIVES’  UNIVERSES  

5 20 

Shortly before will be borne/carried a wretched monster  (asteroid) In a strange way  it will turn suddenly. 
to its nearest place the great Tuscany. 

 
NauarroisSecile   
EARLIER  COUSINS  LUNACIES IS RECOURSE  RESOURCE 
IN LIAR  ALIASES – ARE CENSORIAL  UR-E’A  RECLUSE*  
IN SOCIAL “SOULS LOVE” ALIEN URANIA  A.C.E.  SINECURE 
*recall EnKi defected from his family to be with the Elohim Alliances 
ALIEN   A.C.E. Andromeda, Casseopea, Elohim 
URANIA: heavenly   QUADRO PHONIC  =  quatrains ‘sound like’ 

LIAR  ALIASES hiding behind other names  like Ashtar Command 

3 25 1 Qui au royaume Nauarrois paruiendra 
UNIQUE  YEAR  AIM UPROARIOUS  A.U.  ARRAY DAN/Scorpio  
R.O, A [Cass] (or OAR/Mantids) AIM UNIQUE ARRAY:   
YEAR  DINOSAUR  UP 
3 25 2 Quand de Secile  naples feront ioints: 
CONSEQUENT ILL DEFINED INTERPRETATION SEPARATION IS: 
 RESPONDS TO TRUE FINER  E.T.  DETAILS 
3 25 3 Bigorre Landes par Foyx Loron tiendra, 
BELLS ON EXTRA-ORDINARY DRY PROOF READING 
ONE GIRL’S  EXPLANATION OF BAD SPELLING  ERRORS 
3 25 4 D'vn qui d'Hefpaigne fera par trop coioint 
APPROVES HER  DIFFERENTIATING  HOGUE’S  QUADRO-PHONIC  

 

Hogue’s quatrains “sounds like”. I am just going to be pragmatic here with no malcontent implied. It simply seems to me that there are 
people not yet ready to hear or comprehend  the quatrains with their real and hidden intent. In other words, Hogue’s version is needed. 
Bigorre Landes    
RAIDERS BELONG BORDERLINE GAS,(planets)  SO INBRED LARGER. IS LONGER BEARD, BORNE REGAL, DIES OS/Yule 
Foyx Loron   
 FLY (Musca)  J-Rods, LYNX [Dal] R.O, (Andr. Cncl) /FOX  ON, (Oannes) OX,Pleiades/Aldebaran  FLOOR  ONYX ROOF  OX’N 2021 
d'Hefpaigne   
HIP (shapeshifters from Chertan in Leo) ƒEED NAG ( months of the horse) SHE  FINDS PAGES 
 

£   557 6 57 1 Celui qu'estoit bien avant dans le regne,  He who was well forward in the realm, 
OBSTINATE ANU-NA REGENCE ENLARGES AUBAINE/advantage for profit   

TO ITS ANU NATURE-AGELESS-GENE QUERY, CLUEY QUIRITE GENERALS QUESTION CLUE 
VIOLET ONES  (SUNTANNED ANGELS)  

INNOVATES ACTIONS AGAINST GREAT STAGNANCE DEBACLES, DEVISE  ATTENDING GENUINE OBSTACLES 

DIVINE LEGENDS CAST OUT INSOLENT U.N. ABANDONS SELECTING LAKE CERN TITANIC DANGER  NEGATIVITIES.  
NICE TRUE KING CAUSING AGILE  IN  DANCE-LIKE  ACTIVE EQUATORIAL UUANDERING:  NOT NEUU IN ANY AGE 

   The actual proof that Trump is very much "cleaning the swamp" 

DEVIL URANITE'S  SUBNASAL E.T. NOT KEEN, INVITE ELITE CLONES USE  RIDICULE  REVELATION DIRECTIVES   
BAD 'GODS' INVADE VIA CREATIVE VIRTUAL VIDEOS  INTRIGUE, ENGINEER, LEAKS DUBITAL RESIDENT "EVIDENCE" 
❖ RIDICULE  REVELATION DIRECTIVES: also known as  Revelation of the Method in that we are silently mocked because they say they  

warned us in all sorts of media yet we "did nothing".     These days that is not true, when the real  NESARA is finding  ground. 

❖ DEVIL  URANITE  is Ala Lu, which name is also in the line. We know him as Lucifer,  he who claims he was here first! And he was -  
❖ CREATIVE  VIRTUAL  VIDEOS  known as Fake Videos or cloned-face videos or deep fake          INTRIGUE,  charades 
❖ DUBITAL = doubtful  Charades such as Putin  seen with Joe Biden – both are amerikan  clones 
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£   631 7 31 1 De Languedoc & Guienne plus de dix  From Languedoc and Guienne more than ten  [thousand, line 2 says] 

U.N/mongrels  AXLED GEODETIC ENNUI. GET GENUINE CODE PLUS  INDEX...done (2200 names of asteroids) 

This "Aten Index" also took me to find the name for Nemesis in the 1486BCE Passover. Named by Thutmoses in the Tulli papyrus. 
A century before Ikhnaten changed the Amon cult to the Aten cult. We know the Amon cult was Marduk's – so how does the 
name for Nemesis as Aten fit in? Why a century gap?. Ikhnaten's grandfather Amenophis II has a portrait on Mars – a coincidence 
that Ikhnaten has alien hybrid DNA?  Also that the age of Aries was 'owned' by Marduk, beginning around 1447BCE.  Marduk had 
two bites at the Amon/Amun cherry, since he was Sneferu too, in the fourth dynasty,  which was long before the 18th of Ikhnaten. 

Method of Recording and Saving Human Souls for Installation... patent                     [ ] 
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en?fbclid=IwAR2lV3tZIi8OQLNi8FyeIXWgJwxjP9xjjFI0f7Z3F3mcaeHxor_dNasUrVI 
ABSTRACT 
The inventor shows that a human soul is only the information in human brain. He offers a method for re-writing 
the human brain on electronic chips. This method allows for the modeling of a human soul in order to achieve 
man immortality. This method does not damage the brain but works to extend and enhance it. 
This method of writing and saving of Human Soul includes: writing of views which person see in during his life by 
a micro video recorder to a portable memory; writing of sounds which person speaks and hears by microphone; 
writing of person physical conditions by micro sensors; writing of time and dates; writing of person body position 
and so on. 
An Installation utilizing the Method is comprised in  devices:  
micro video camera located at man head, microphone, computer (chip) for data processing, portable memory 
located at a persons body and connected to the portable memory; portable recorder for writing of life film located 
at the man body and connected to the computer and to the portable memory; micro sensors for writing of person 
physical and environment conditions; a clock for writing of time, the micro sensors for writing of men body 
positions; navigation system, long time memory high capability storage and so on. 

Classifications 
 A61B5/00 Detecting, measuring or recording for diagnostic purposes; Identification of persons 
View 3 more classifications 

US20090062677A1 
United States 
 Download PDF  Find Prior Art  Similar 
Inventor Alexander Alexandrovich Bolonkin 

 
Worldwide applications  2006  Concepts:  machine-extracted   Download  Filter table 
Info 
Patent citations (4) 
 Cited by (4) 
 Legal events 
 Similar documents 
 Priority and Related Applications 
External links 

USPTO 
USPTO Assignment 
Espacenet 
Global Dossier 
Discuss 

Description 
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 
USA PTO disclosure document No. 567484 of Dec. 29, 2004 
STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 
REFERANCE TO A “SEQUENCE LISTING” 
REFERENCE TO A MICROFICHE APPENDIX 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 1. Field of the Invention 

• [0005] 
The inventor shows that human soul is only the information in human brain. He offers a new method for re-
writing the human brain on electronic chips. This method allows for the modeling of a human soul in order to 
achieve immortality. This method does not damage the brain but works to extend and enhance it. 

• [0006] 
2. Description of the Related Art 

• [0007] 
Immortality is the most cherished dream and the biggest wish of any person. People seldom think about 
it while they are still young, healthy, and full of energy. But when they get some incurable disease or 
become old, then there is no bigger wish for them than to live longer, put off the inevitable end. And no 
matter what heavenly existence in the after-life is promised to them by religion, the vast majority of 
people want to stay and enjoy life here, on Earth, as long as possible. 

 

 inventor shows that a human soul is only brain 

information...: 

 

 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en?fbclid=IwAR2lV3tZIi8OQLNi8FyeIXWgJwxjP9xjjFI0f7Z3F3mcaeHxor_dNasUrVI
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/c3/1e/e1/b6d3fe239258a2/US20090062677A1.pdf
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en#patentCitations
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en#citedBy
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en#legalEvents
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en#similarDocuments
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en#relatedApplications
http://appft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PG01&s1=20090062677.PGNR.
https://assignment.uspto.gov/patent/index.html#/patent/search/resultFilter?searchInput=20090062677
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?CC=US&NR=2009062677A1&KC=A1&FT=D
http://globaldossier.uspto.gov/#/result/publication/US/20090062677/1
https://patents.stackexchange.com/questions/tagged/US20090062677
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 The inventor shows [says]  a real immortality can be only electronically. 

• [0015] 
Nevertheless, human cells cannot exist eternally even under ideal conditions*. This follows from the atomic-
molecular theory. Atoms of biological molecules permanently oscillate and interact with each other. According to 
the theory of probability, sooner or later the impulses of adjacent atoms influencing the given atom, add up, and 
the atom acquires enough speed to break loose from its atomic chain, or at least to transfer into the adjacent 
position (physicists say that the impulse received by the atom has surpassed the energy threshold which retains 
the atom in its particular place in the molecular chain). It also means that the cell containing this atom has been 
damaged and cannot any longer function normally. Thus, for example, we get cancer cells **which cannot fulfill 
their designated functions any more and begin to proliferate abnormally fast and ruin human organs. 
*Presuming we speak of iron based blood systems.  
Those who have copper based blood systems might be another matter. 
** The cancer paradigm is earth-based due to four influences.  Parasites, Pathogens and Pollutions and Greed. 

• [0016] 
This process accelerates manifold when a person has been exposed to a strong electromagnetic radiation, for 
instance, Roentgen or X-rays, a high-frequency electric current or radioactive materials. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

• [0018] 
The inventor shows that a human soul is only information in human brain.*** It offers a method for re-writing 
the human brain on electronic chips. This method allows for the modeling of a human soul in order to achieve 
immortality. This method does not damage the brain but works to extend and enhance it. 

*** This information suits the transhuman agenda, which leaves a person actually soulless, lacking empathy 
and other emotions. Hence this statement '  is only information in human brain' is misleading.   
The actual soul has been weighed – In the book  I am Darius R.R.Girroux speaks of this transfer, but when 
described by contactee Linda Porter and others, the Casseopeans do a soul transfer in its entirety, appearing 
as a glowing physical light. Also noting the details that ancient Egyptians were aware the soul derives from 
a heart organ, not the brain.  
They were very keen to remove all the brain matter. Yet always left the heart. 
The last thing the transhumanism paradigm wants is emotional robots.  
Hence the grey from Crown-Hirudo/Leech in Orion that imploded the moonship containing Nostradamus 
and his J-Rod assistant, complained in that statement        

2 72 3 Romains fuis, Gaule repousse. 

'a soul is a luxury too good for humans'.  
Many people abducted by certain grays say the those grays are puzzled by our souls  

 
2. ELECTRONIC IMMORTALITY. ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRONIC EXISTENCE  

• [0033] 
In the noted works the author has shown that the problem of immortality can be solved only by changing 
the biological human into an artificial form. Such an immortal person made of chips and super-solid 
material (the E-man, as was called in his articles) will have incredible advantages in comparison to 
conventional people.  

An E-man will need no food, no dwelling, no sleep, no rest, and .   
His brain will work from radio-isotopic batteries (which will work for decades) and muscles that will work on small 
nuclear engines. Such a being will be able to travel into space and walk on the sea floor with no aqualungs. He 
will change his face and figure. He will have super-human strength and communicate easily over long distances 
to gain vast amounts of knowledge in seconds (by re-writing his brain). His mental abilities and capacities will 
increase millions of times. It will be possible for such a person to travel huge distances at the speed of light.*  
The information of one person like this could be transported to other planets with a laser beam and then 
placed in a new body. 

 
ANYWHERE YOU READ ABOUT ANY ENERGY RELATED TO ELECTRICITY AND ANY EQUIPMENT OR PARTS THAT 
DEPEND ON ELECTRICITY –  ALWAYS VISUALIZE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THERE IS  NO  ELECTRICITY SOURCE. 
7. ELECTRONIC SOCIETY 

• [0069] 
Many, especially religious people, object because they say electronic beings will not have human senses such 
as love, sympathy, kindness, humanism, altruism, and the capacity to make mistakes, etc.                                       
E-beings are not people.* Look back at human history. Human history shows that kindness played a very small 
role in human life. All human history is the history of human vices and human blood: struggle for power, authority, 
impact, money, riches, territory, and states. All human history is filled with fraud, underhanded actions, and 
trickery. Ordinary people were only playthings, flock of sheep for the tyrants and dictators. (http://Bolonkin.narod.ru)  

http://bolonkin.narod.ru/
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It is these robots that become " 
flock of sheep for the tyrants and dictators." Ergo – all about money and profits and nothing else! 

• [0068] 
Nature is infinite and the development of a Super Brain (God)* will not be limited. On the other hand, biological 
people will have limited mental capabilities. It will be difficult for them to image and predict the development and 
activity of Super beings, which we will generate. 

. 
PATENT CITATIONS (4) 
Publication numberPriority datePublication dateAssigneeTitle 
US5375604A *1992-12-111994-12-27Siemens Medical Electronics, Inc.Transportable modular patient monitor 
US5701894A *1995-11-091997-12-30Del Mar AvionicsModular physiological computer-recorder 
US20020138498A1 *2000-06-302002-09-26Olympus Optical Co., Ltd.System and method for preserving medical data 
US20030165319A1 *2002-03-042003-09-04Jeff BarberMultimedia recording system and method 
Family To Family Citations 
* Cited by examiner, † Cited by third party 

Cited By (4) 
Publication numberPriority datePublication dateAssigneeTitle 
US20110099322A1 *2009-10-262011-04-28Brownell Richard AData storage device with integrated dna storage media 
US20120136403A1 *2008-06-032012-05-31Spandan ChouduryMedically perpetual persistence of essential human life 

CN104757952A *2015-04-172015-07-08石家庄经济学院Health state monitoring device based on smartphone 

US9676520B22009-10-262017-06-13Genisyss, LlcData storage device with integrated bio-storage media 
Family To Family Citations 
* Cited by examiner, † Cited by third party, ‡ Family to family citation 
ApplicationPriority dateFiling dateTitle 
US11/613,3802006-12-202006-12-20 
Method of Recording and Saving of Human Soul for Human Immortality and Installation for it 
 

£  2728  9 100 3 Rubriche neufve la grand nef coloree,  New trick, the great ship colored,      ELDRIDGE or a Mother ship 

GRAAL CHERUBIN see HOLINESS ANGELS previous page  FLEUU .same date in 2 39 2  

FEUU AUUARE, FEAR this event false asteroid  FUEL'D NEFANDnotorious GRAND COOLER BURIAL. New ice age 
pairs 

1 43 2 Il auiendra vn cas bien merueilleux,  A truly wonderful event will happen (NESARA) 

URSALINE MIX  A  RELEVANCE  IN AUDIBLE (from GWEN towers) USED AS  ‘NICE LUXURIES’. –  
❖ free energy  from Tesla Towers and Medbeds 

This becomes extremely interesting.. The word "Ursaline" means those who come from Ursa both Major and Minor. 
We have been calling them the Anu.nakim (or Anakim in the bibles)and over a hundred other names.  
The subject matter here continues from Century 11 #13 which then took us to C6 6 and  C6 9 and then to   1 63  with "squeezing 
the waves"   which refers to 5G – but when the towers were built all over the place, Trump took them over to turn into Tesla 
Towers! 
The "nice luxuries" is also the ability to travel in time by being "disassembled" via sonic technology…   and 

1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel,serre mer, & onde: They will travel through the sky, [waves] and squeezing sea waves: 
Describes both jet propulsion and sonic frequencies. The fact that this line separates the word "mer" (sea) from the  
word "onde" (waves) draws our attention to something else going on. 
PREMATURE RESOURCE.        time travel before its time[ the Eldridge]  
RECOURSE RE-PLACEMENT IN HARRIER CARRIER ARMOURED DREARIER HARM.  
CHANCE RE-RELEASED: NELL PARCS RECORDER HEARS, MIRRORS  PEERS   
PROCUREMENT HARMED EARLIER ADMIRERS THERMO-NUCLEAR CAREERS. 

• mirrors is the Looking Glass in the portal…See Al Bielek 
"Joyce writes the "computer" and Duncan Cameron were able to effectively rip open a hole in space-time from 1983 to 1943 to 
correct situations aboard the Eldridge as it went through the time warp, changing the past to change the future.  
Al Bielek wrote of a grey alien invasion through the 40 year rift in time, with the rift allowing many UFOs to invade our world. 
He also mentioned soldiers going through the time portal at Montauk to fight in a 'future war' 50 years ahead!  
Other details he reported in 2007;  from 2137 were medbeds, no more chemo-therapy nor g m o food. 

1. Al Bielek and Ed Cameron's Time Line - Philadelphia Experiment 
www.bielek.com/ab_timeline.htm 

Al Bielek is the regressed essence of Ed Cameron. Birth date of Al ... When Ed and Duncan Cameron jump off the USS 
Eldridge, they both land in the year 2137. 

£  1949  1 63  3 Seur marchera par ciel,terre,mer & onde. J557. Erika Cheetham used an original edition which had “serre” instead of “terre” 

MERE only just an  ARCHER H PARCS TO REPLICATE  NOSTREDAMUS   SURNAME.  

SORTED,   PREACH’D  TREMENDOUS UNRESTORED  PLANET CARRHAE (battle)  EPARCHS.   The 700 year visits from the mini system. 

UNDERMOST ALTAR  PIECE, Ara date/last ten days in Sagittarius  U.N  SEND  EARDRUMS/Cochlear/ twisting  METEORS . END A.D 

MEREonly just/true.ARCHER/Sagittarian HELEN UNDER/Australia SURNAMED  PARCS TO REPLICATE NOSTREDAMUS’ 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20090062677A1/en
http://www.bielek.com/ab_timeline.htm
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TREMENDOUS ARTICLES  RESTORED MOST,  REPLICATES  SORTED.   PREACHES APT CEREAL CROP CIRCLES,   
 U.N. EPARCH (CRAP ELITE)  METEOR EARDRUMS CARRHAE(battle-loud noise)    

1 63 3  PREMATURE RESOURCE. RECOURSE RE-PLACEMENT IN HARRIER CARRIER Eldridge ARMOUR: DREARIER HARM. 
PROCUREMENT HARMED EARLIER ADMIRERS’ THERMO-NUCLEAR CAREERS. RECORDER HEARS, MIRRORS PEER 
 CHANCE  RE-RELEASED. Yes, I was at the library with Cheetham’s book in hand where it fell open at 1 63 showing the 
words “squeezing the waves”: to me at the time that meant jet engines, but of course it means air waves and frequncies.  
The MIRROR’S PEER  was spooky too.  1 63 2 says ORGANISES  EXPERIMENTAL  BATTLE SHIP 

 

£  2775 10  47 3 Le grand prelat de Leon par Formande, The great prelate of Leon via (because of) "Formande" 

NELL NAMED PROFANE DANGER DEALT DAMN  

LEONFORMANDE codes within codes 
NAMED A MODERN MEAN FELON LEO FOOL DREAMER,DRONE FLAME ON AMENDED NERD MOANER FERAL FONDLERdrako. DERO 
DEMON MEN OMEN NOEL DEED ROME DONE ONE MONDAE  

 LANE NODAL END 
➢ DRONE FLAME ON DERO – the sasars starting "wild fires"-  I was told the first California 'wild fires' were to eradicate aliens living as humans  

there in suburbia – the Alpha Centauri Caeneus. In cahoots with the military industrial media complex. 
➢ The  is the five day orbit of the Casseopean Ark around our moon, with a black knight (ARM) nearby, which I have 

caught photos, one Oct 25 2008 is here.             LANE = the orbit.  
➢ which houses the hibernating warrior Seraphim from Serpens, behind Arcturus – see the first line in 1 10. Also known as the Black Knights in 1 10

 Serpens (behind Arcturus) transmis/ sent  across  cage/salon  in iron 
 

 
£  1932 1 46 3 Caufe aduiendra bien ftupede & mirade,  The cause will appear both stupefying and marvellous, 
BECAUSE AMERICA TRIDENT-SUBMARINE UPENDS,  RADIUM RUINED MEDITERRANEAN    Allan Webber 

do not expect to hear about  this on main stream 'news' 
U.N PREMEDITATE DARTS URDU (Pakistan) PUNIEST/most acute  SONIC D.E.F. 
 
£  1932 1 46 3 Caufe aduiendra bien ftupede & mirade, 
PUNIEST CEANEUS UNITES  IUDEUS UNDER DIAMETER USA TIMES 
U.N RAIDED SERBIAN URBANITES AIDED  PUT ERIDANU DNA RAIMENT dressed up as something else 
U.N PREMEDITATE END RADIANCES' NESARA ADMIRANCE CAUSE AND DU/depleted uranium NAUSEATES 

 

3:2:1 VOICE ACTIVATION CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER 
V is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore “conferring material 
matter” indicates they must “pass on” duties which are of a material format, such as handing to 
the Procyons the job of clearing out the reptilian bases worldwide. This was done by sonics 

ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO MILKY WAY – 
MYSTERIOUS SECRET 
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER   
CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 

able to think while using the Star gate 
UNEQUALLED  AEGIS  BEYOND  
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT 

AEGIS a protective shield or force field 
Is the ARK  the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia In other lines as the “Lunar nurseries”  
Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way 

 

3 2   The divine word (QUOD) instead of substance, 
Including heaven earth,  gold  hidden made into mysticy  

this is a reference to ormus/manna/shewbreadwhich repairs DNA 

Body, soul, spirit having all (the same) potence, 
as much [the ark] under its feet, as in the heavenly seat. 
 

saying As Above, So Below, and matching the Essene 's prayer: 

Oh Thou, from Whom the breath of life comes, 
Who fills all realms of sound, light and vibration. 
May your light be experienced in my utmost  holiest. 

Your Heavenly Domain approaches. 
Let Your will come true… in the universe 
(all that vibrates) 

Just as on earth         (that is material and dense) 
Give us wisdom      (comprehending, assistance) 
For our daily need, 
Detach the fetters of fault that bind us. (karma) 
As we let go the guilt of others . 

Let us not be lost in superficial things 
(materialism, common temptations) 
But let us be freed from that which 
Keeps us from our true purpose. 

 

From You comes the all-working will, 
The lively strength to act, 
The song that beautifies all and 
Renews itself from age to age, 

 

Sealed in trust, faith and truth. 
Ameen, Ameen 
(I confirm with my entire being) 

  The divine word (QUOD) instead of substance, saying  Quantum God is not physical 
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£  908 10 66 1 Le chef de Londres par regne l'Americh, The London prime minister via  American reign, 
L/Pisces in which sits GrusCHIMERA OLDEN R.drako SPREAD RARE MARIE asteroid CRIME.  

ELDER  PERIOD/date REMINDER  HELEN PARKS  FINGERED SEER FACTS. 
➢ Celt Elder tree date = Nov.25 to Dec. 23 is also  OLDEN R.  

10 78 follows on from 10 15 (JFK Jnr) 
Sudden joy (JFK Jnr) to sudden sadness,        discovery of child torture 
Occurs at Rome by graces cardinals embracing:    Vatican child torture     
Grief, cries, weeping tears.    
Trussed up  and contrary bands surprised.  

contrary bands = from the Milky way, against earthlings, trading in children,  

 recall "tied in bands and put into sausage casings"  from Da Vinci  
 

 

£   918 10 76 1 Le grand fenat difcernera la pompe, The great Senate [Congress] will ordain the triumph,[Trump] 
DISCERN MONGREL EN/EridAnus OANNES DIRECTS ATEN/asteroid  INSTEAD DISTANCES  
DANTSIC/Danish POLARMAP IN STATED   ASTEROID  POEMS 

SATAN-PRINCE  POLLS  TAMPERER.  ASSANGE CRIPPLED  LEMON A.D. MEDDLER (MADE IMPROCREANT PREPONDERANCE) 
 - ENDEARING  GREAT AFFECTION FOR  DARING  DAPPER ST GERMAIN  

AFFORDS  PRE-ARRANGED GOLD PREPARED GREEN  PAPER  FINANCES  PREPARING  IN  PROPER MANNER  FOR  RAT  DATE 
READ: GERMAIN  IS FRAGRANT CREATORS  APPRENTICE 

➢ RAT DATE – Year of the rat. The same which in October was supposed to be a New Heaven and a New Earth.  
➢ Yet it is necessary to remind oneself that the orbit of the Rat date year is any 377th day after any day in that year! 
➢  

➢ LEMON A.D. MEDDLER – "lemon" always refers to any of the 12 hidden persons at each lemon on the Last Supper table,  

with the "A.D. MEDDLER"  being EnLil/Moloch changing our calendars to suit the false treaties exchanging technology for children... 
➢ IMPROCREANT – against natural procreation 

 as it happens, only yesterday I was puzzling over the various different wording of the 
anacronyms that the letters NESARA  are supposed to stand for.  We have what seems to be the one 9/11 was arranged  to  prevent,   
which seems to be National Economic Security and Reformation Act (NESARA).  
Other  words  seen  are "Recovery",  "Reclamation" Act  and the false  "Stabilization".   As always we need to DISCERN 

NESARA GESARA law | Gesara.news 
https://gesara.news/global-economic-security-and-reformation-act.html  
➢ NESARA GESARA law: 1. Cancels all credit card, mortgage, and other bank debt due to illegal banking and government activities. 

Many refer to this as a “jubilee” or complete forgiveness of debt. 2. Abolishes income tax. 3. Abolishes the IRS, with employees of the 
IRS will be transferred into the US Treasury national sales tax area. 4. Creates a 17% flat rate non-essential new items only ... 

He did it! NESARA in Executive orders and bills - Gesara.news 
https://gesara.news/nesara-executive-orders-bills   
➢ NESARA law implementation stage by Trump NESARA Sections implemented so far: > Eliminating the Federal Reserve System: FED 

was nationalized and merged the treasury. > Payroll taxes eliminated. > Increases benefits to senior citizens. > Ceases all aggressive, 
U.S. government military actions worldwide. > Establishes peace throughout the world. > Releases unprecedented prosperity with... 

Cabal Arrests Happening Worldwide Preceeding NESARA ... 

https://officeoftheworldteacher.wordpress.com/2020/06/17/cabal-arrests...  

17/6/2020 · As you know, PRESIDENT TRUMP is doing everything possible to implement NESARA AT THE INTERNAL LEVEL IN THE 

UNITED STATES, AND GESARA AT THE GLOBAL LEVEL, in the 209 nations that have signed that law. It is also largely achieving 

 ′′ DRAIN THE SWAMP ′′ in which America became, with the discrete help ... : 
 

From Wikid.pedia, the free misinformer encyclopedia  
National Economic Security and Recovery Act  (NESARA) was a set of proposed economic reforms for the 
 United States suggested during the 1990s by Harvey Francis Barnard. For GHW Bush.  
But this is not the real wording of Bush's arrangement. Once again wikidpedia lies. His had ”Stabilization" not Security  
 

What is NESARA GESARA | Gesara.news 
https://gesara.news/what-is-nesara-gesara.html 
 

What is NESARA GESARA. GESARA: Global Economic Security and Reformation Act NESARA: 
National Economic Security and Recovery Act  Acknowledgment: GCR stands for Global Currency Reset (for currencies) 
HARP Historical Asset Redemption Program (for bonds) RV that is about the revaluation of currencies. OFC Quantum 
Financial System Group of Seven (G7) international intergovernmental …  
most of this wording seems of a NWO variety, yet the real NESARA is using Quantum Field Banking.  
This should ring warning bells to those who are counting on the very hackable BitCoin. It also points us towards one Truth – 
that the Tesla Towers ARE being implemented, because Quantum Banking needs them. 

What is National Economic Stabilization and  Recovery Act-? https://www.truthorfiction.com/nesara 

this seems to be the cloned one GHW Bush arranged as a smokescreen 

https://gesara.news/global-economic-security-and-reformation-act.html
https://gesara.news/global-economic-security-and-reformation-act.html
https://gesara.news/nesara-executive-orders-bills/
https://gesara.news/nesara-executive-orders-bills
https://officeoftheworldteacher.wordpress.com/2020/06/17/cabal-arrests-happening-worldwide-preceeding-nesara-gesara-and-unhackable-quantum-financial-system-209-nations-signed-into-law-to-create-world-peace/
https://officeoftheworldteacher.wordpress.com/2020/06/17/cabal-arrests
https://gesara.news/what-is-nesara-gesara.html
https://www.truthorfiction.com/nesara
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Alien Take Over Agenda Exposed, Obamagate, Trump’s Vaccine Explained, Fighting Darkness with Love 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNRtBDn3tjo 
 

 
1 82 2 D'aufter conduicte couuerte de rubriche:    In the south wind, covered all reddish: 

 FEUD FUR/FIR tree DATE /Dec 22 DART, fuse event  D.E.F. URDU Pakistan  RAT (2020) 
£  1025 1 82 2  
UUROTE EDUCATORS INTRODUCES REDUCTIONS BIRCH UNCITED EDUCTION SECTOR INTRODUCED RUNIC CODE REBURIED EUCHARIST 
COUTURE dressed up   pairs 6 30 4  see image in Adriatic Continues CACHE hides CRUDITIES 

1 82 2    UUROTE EDUCATOR: CITE  DEDUCTION: INTRODUCE  EUCHARISTE  SECTOR  BURIED  REDACTIUE  hidden      

pairs 1 82 4  in pdf forum ADRIATIC & LEONARDO    

 

 

1 91  The gods will make it appear to mankind 

That they are the authors of great war. 

Before the sky was seen to be free of weapons & rockets: 

The greatest damage  will be inflicted upon the left hand. 

£  1034 1 91 2  Ce quils feront auteurs de grand conflit: That they will be great war authors.       

 
£  1034 1 91 2 STEUUARDS TREASON CONFLICT. GRADUATE SCALAR  TONES  IS  DANGERS TRUE   

ATTUNE UUET UTERUS/basement  TAUTON deep down CLIQUE UNDER IS 
       

this line had not been found for the TWIN TOWERS DECEIT forum.  But also applies to DUMBS now 
o TONES meaning satellite M.E. scalar/sasar weapon 
o 5:35:2 EPARCHIAL ELOHIM REPAIR CORE. ENTER ALPHAMERIC PI IN ATMOSPHERICAL AIR. PORT HER THE ORACLES SALE  

THEIR HELP. APRIL PERIL PHARMACOLITE(arsenate of lime) PHIAL ONCE/after REQUIRE CALIPH EQUIP/cause ATOMS LAP EARTH  

❖  who would have ever thought back in 2008 when Allan was finishing the Template, that the sea waters would  
be used as part of the weaponry against the Deep Underground Military Bases? This was the reason various ocean bays simply 
drained away since around 2016-7. With all the security features the dark side  underground has, such as hologram doors and 
hologram cliff faces,  our  white hat defense forces  STEWARDS  need all the help they can get. 

❖ 

 
 

 

 
£  1130 2 87 2 Prince Germain, fus le throfne dore: Prince Germain, put on the golden throne:   
IS REMINDER GERMAIN RODE THRONELESS/timegate TO DETHRONE, SUMMARISE "DRAIN SUUAMP" ENDS DIANE/Orion 
HUSTLERS SENDS PINCER:GERMANISED DENSE RNA UIRAL, asteroidsMIDRANGE  
TRIED MASS MURDER GENOCIDE.  ARM THRONES REMAINED   the black knights, despite one being shot down last January 

 ENDS DIANE/Orion HUNTER GROUP – the Orion Group

 SENDS PINCER – a two pronged war tactic.  The viral  bioweapon and aimed asteroids

 
https://www.9news.com.au/world/osirisrex-mission-nasa-to-attempt-descent-onto-treacherous-asteroid-this-week/a0aed5ca-
db8a-472d-ae02-c9fc7d88d2bd 
Seems a little coincidental – and look at the name of the asteroid!    Why would they really do this? 
 
+ 

£  1156 3 13 2 Des deux captifz l'vn l'autre mangera. Of two captives one will eat the other 
MAN/Orion EXUDES DANGER IF LIFTS NEUTRAL E PACT. UR ENLIL ENGRAM/(YHWH) UXED DREAD AGE ERA UNDER ARGUMENT.  
DEGRADE ARGENTUM/silverLUNA VENTURALorbit.GARMENT/AndromedaMANAGER of ST GERMAIN. AGREED GERMAIN DEED ARGUMENTAL. 
 

£  2143 3 57 3 Franche non point pay apuy Germanique  Its Germanic support [monarchy] not free at all 
ENGRAM/YHWH NONPHONETIC RAMEQUIN/Igigi(eegh eegh ee) PUPA FEAR NONE IN GERMANY NOR FRANCE. 
HAPPEN ON/Oannes FURNACE FRANQUE AQUIFER. 

INNOCENT  INFANT  PAYING  NOUU:  FREAKY  PANICKY  AFTERNOON.  HAPPIER  PROCYON  AUUOKEN... 
INEPT  YANKEE PENRE:   FAKE PENITENT TYRANNIC , Marduk KNOUUN:  KEEN  ON REAP POTENCY TOKEN 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNRtBDn3tjo
https://www.9news.com.au/world/osirisrex-mission-nasa-to-attempt-descent-onto-treacherous-asteroid-this-week/a0aed5ca-db8a-472d-ae02-c9fc7d88d2bd
https://www.9news.com.au/world/osirisrex-mission-nasa-to-attempt-descent-onto-treacherous-asteroid-this-week/a0aed5ca-db8a-472d-ae02-c9fc7d88d2bd
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• that which is "reaped" from "infants paying now" is adrenachrome 

• TOKEN is a date, same as "relic" and "talisman" = Nov. 25 to Dec. 22 (in which sits ARA date – C+F+ARA) 
• the PROCYON are known as "the merry ones" and are hands on warriors for Elohim Alliances, as are the Seraphim 

 

£   276 3 76 1 En Germanie naiftront diverfes fectes,  In Germany will be born diverse sects, 
. INTRUDES RESIDUES NINE TRADITIONS[rites/treaty]GENE-DECODE AGREES IS M/orion ANU  

RENAMING ISTARSubNasal Sirius SEMINARIAN ENGRAM[yhwh] UATICAN GENRES TRIED UNDERMINE MARINES' ENGINEERS ENSNARES  
OVER-RATED TORMENTING MATING (DIFFERENT MAGIC) AFFECT IS GEM GENOCIDE – EFFECTIVE MAGNIFICENT AVENGEMENT 
 

£  1306 4 63 2 Qui feront fceuz & prins à la lipee  Who will be learned and able in bird-calling           sonic frequencies, gate openers 

 

 A.R.C. LA SALLE SALON SAILS: COUNTERS ALLAHS PALESTRINA PEST 
• true – see 'EPIPHANY'1 and my discovery, (although I found I am not alone, someone had actually ignored the titles and published 

an image showing astronomies as we see them, but with all their titles in reverse, will put that image here first)        

•  that our planet had a turnover during the passage of Ison . –  commemorated in a woodcut dated  J687  following 
 

OK, I can now see why I had to have the hiatus.  The Butterfly effect is here and alive.   A short riddle:  how did saving a 
dying baby lamb help me get the one true shot of the golden cube I have been seeking – five minutes before it left my farm? 
(October 31st  2020) 

Answer: the lamb grew up as a house member (let's say). Recently as a one year old she took a liking to eating the wiring of my air 
conditioner (she has free range to many acres). Summer here is brutal and upcoming.  Mum and her retired electrician husband came for 
a few days and he fixed that problem. They cut their stay short due to ice-hail storms arriving from Queensland. So, had I not been 
outside ar 4am to see them off days earlier than they were going to stay, because it floods around here – then I would not have been on 
my porch with my phone trying to get a photo of them leaving. In the photos I caught at that very moment, between storm clouds – a 
crystal clear view of the Golden Cube hovering – dispensing other cubes. Yes, I caught them leaving!. Five minutes later the storm came 
over and next morning they were gone.   These photos appear later.  
 

 

Here is the image 
shown the way we 
see it these days, 
but the titles are 
pre- J687 C.E. up 
until which time 
[from 705BCE] our 
astronomies had all 
been depicted facing 
the other direction. 
I have left the image 
relatively uncropped 
so you can see I did 
not reverse it. 

Previous page :  1 EPIPHANY  page 3 ArmMargEddan Part 2.  
From ABBA Acknowledgements - The consequence of the  "EPIPHANY"  searches 
became the pdf forum  "EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES " 

SHE PERFECTS  CORVUS  FACTS.  The Epiphany  that hit me (pg 3 ArmMargEddan Part 2)  
Pg 16. C+F+4 42  1  ABBA Acknowledgements pairs  3 2 3,   J 74 2 here 

This Illustration 
is by Johannes Hevelius born  January 28  J611   died January 28 J687   
on his birthday. More important – this woodcut is dated  J687     so the 

event depicted here must have taken place the previous year  J 686 

 

note to self FIND THE j 688  MEME 

 which seems to refer to that year recognizing the effect of Ison Passing
  

 

Somewhere I had a woodcut commemorating the J688 event – 

 but we will have to make do with the J687 commemoration following 

 
£  1306 4 63 2 Qui feront fceuz & prins à la lipee - continues 

UUISE  PERFECT  Q ANON  PRIZES  FEUUER  LAZIER ON UUELFARE,  RESPECTFUL, FAREUUELL  SEPTIC  SUUIFTLIER  
REST REALIZES  LEPERS  (the unknowing, by choice) ARE  UNFIT INSINCERE  PRINCIPLE  SITS 
FREE  UUIFELIER  LIFE,  PATIENCE  FITS 
RICE-PAPER  SPELL  PLENTIFUL  PERIL  IN  ZINC  FENCE 
RARE  INFREQUENT  TRANQUIL LEPSARIA  SAPIENCE  PUTS  OFF-CENTRE  EQUATORIAL ELLIPTIC , UNZIPS  SPIN  
SEQUENCE  IS  RECIPE menu FREEZES,  CURE  FOR  PRINCE/Sirius    ZEPPELIN   
PATRONIZER LOUIS QUINZE' CAREFREE  ELITE, FLIPPANT.  INFLUENZA  SPLICE  POLIO  SPIEL  IS  SPECIAL  RACE  SONIC  TRAP 

• SUUIFTLIER – no doubt about it, could even  be worded LIAR SWIFT – first this refers to another epiphany I woke 
with about those from ABUS – following the discovery tha t obsolete Latin Abus is also Apus/Apis/Hirundo the Swift-
Swallow – and guess what the chain references are!   
First Twitter and its little bird, and second Mabus – Monster from Abus. 

• LOUIS QUINZE'   I wonder what  was the connection between Louise 15th and the elites' mad scientist paradigm 

LA SALLE A.R.C. 
SALON =  
Aerial 
Reconnaissance 
Chamber also known 
as Jump Room – 

hence La Salle (school 
room) 
and Salon - Chamber 
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FIRMAMENTVM   SOBIESCIANVM 

evve 
URANOGRAPHIA 

Jon. (Johannes) Hevelu. (Hevelius)  J611 – J687 
evve 
ve                   TACKON 

-ve = or if you will (enclitic); or as you please; or; 

ev                   INTERJ 

eu  INTERJ   [XXXCX]  rare 

well done! bravo!; splendid! (sometimes ironic); 

URANOGRAPHIA 

graphics relating to Urania 

the astronomies as we know them at any given time in history 

sobies 
Word mod o/u          

An internal 'o' might be rendered by 'u' 

subi.es              V      6 1 FUT  ACTIVE  IND 2 S      

Late     

subeo, subire, subivi(ii), subitus  V  INTRANS   [XXXAO]   

go/move/pass/sink/extend underneath/into; climb/come/go up, 

ascend; steal in on 

place/be placed under/in support; come up w/aid; assume a 

form; undergo, endure 

scianum 
                 SUFFIX                              

- ; (indicates former gens when adopted into another, 

Sejus -> Sejanus); 

scian.um             ADJ    1 1 NOM S N POS                          

scius, scia, scium  ADJ   [XXXEO]  uncommon 

cognizant, possessing knowledge; skilled/expert (in w/ABL); 

William Whitaker's Latin Words 

firma - geology 
firm.a               V      1 1 PRES ACTIVE  IMP 2 S     

firmo, firmare, firmavi, firmatus  V   [XXXBX]   

strengthen, harden; support; declare; confirm, establish; 

firm.a               ADJ    1 1 NOM S F POS                   

firmus, firma -um, firmior -or -us, firmissimus -a -um  ADJ    

firm/steady; substantial/solid/secure/safe foundation; 

strong/robust/sturdy/stout/durable; constant; stable/ 

mature; staunch/true/ valid/well founded; 

ament 
am.ent               V      1 1 PRES ACTIVE  SUB 3 P     

amo, amare, amavi, amatus  V   [XXXAO]   

have a tendency to; love, like; to be fond of; 

mentum 
ment.um              N      3 3 GEN P F                  

mens, mentis  N  F   [XXXAX]   

mind; reason, intellect, judgement; plan, intend, courage; 

ment.um              N      2 2 NOM S N                                

mentum, menti  N  N   [XBXCO]   

chin; projecting edge (architecture); helm (horizon) 

cianum 
ian                  SUFFIX                              

of/belonging to  [N -> ADJ] (Cicero -> Ciceronianus); 

cian.um              N      2 1 ACC S M  uncommon                             

chus, cos/is  N  M   [DSXFS]    Late  very rare 

liquid measure equal to congius/3 quarts; 

GEDANI 

name of a publisher of histories 

https://archive.org/search.php?query=gedani&sin=TXT&page=2 

slang  for breaking a ship apart 
a Roman historian, contemporary with Augustus and Tiberius. 

Non  nobis, non  flobis, sed soli    yet seat not  grounded by two unique blows 1  DEO  debetur Gloria     Renown Divine Essence [we are] indebted 

Many of the same astronomical constellations that appear in the vignettes of Nostradamus are here. Taurus is facing the wrong way, and 
looking at the flying birds if that is Cygnus it sure is flying the wrong way, but it could be meant to be Altair. Yet the two hunting dogs of 
Canis Major and Minor are facing the way we see them today. The Lion seems to be alone yet facing the correct way and Vulpecula with 
Anser Goose and Lacerta also travelling the way we see it today. Ursa is facing the wrong way so what this looks like; those in the top line up 
were the former and those in the bottom line up the new skies, the ones we know. There are two here that we do not hear of now, the Leopard  
(became Auriga) and whatever it is behind the Goat/Capricorn  with Aries and under Lyra. Cetus maybe. 
1 yet seat (orbit) by no means grounded by two unique/sun blows  from  Non  nobis, non  flobis, sed soli    

, abb.  N  M   [XXXCX]   
Nones (pl.), abb. Non.; 7th of month,  

March, May, ., 5th elsewhen; 

non                  ADV    POS                            

 not, no;  

         NUM    1 2 X   X X ADVERB           
-ae o, secundus -a -um, bini -ae -a, bis  NUM    

(ADVb answers 'how often')                       

   V      1 1 PRES ACTIVE  IND 1 S     
flo, flare, flavi, flatus  V   [XXXCX]   

 Urania Sextans as we see it today 

   Jeuly- July 

Equator tipped SIDEWAYS  3 2 3, 8 10 2 

http://www.archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://www.archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://www.archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://www.archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://www.archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://www.archives.nd.edu/words.html
http://www.archives.nd.edu/words.html
https://archive.org/search.php?query=gedani&sin=TXT&page=2
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non modo ... [sed etiam => not only ... but also];      

          PRON   5 3 ABL P C                  

(pl.), us;              

 abb.  N  M   [XXXCX]   
 

[non modo ... sed etiam => not only ... but also]; 

                 CONJ                                

, but, but also; but in 

fact/truth; not to mention; yes but; 

 

May be 2 words combined  

 

 breathe; 

  N      2 2 GEN S N                                  

solum, soli  N  N   [XXXBX]   
 

sol.i    N      3 1 LOC S M Early                  

sol, solis  N  M   [XXXAX]              

sol.i        1 3 VOC P M POS              

solus, sola, solum (gen -ius)  ADJ    
only,  single; lonely; having no one  

 N      2 4 GEN S N       
solium, soli(i)  N  N   [XXXBX]   

 
 

 

£  3649 9 78 4 Captive prinƒe mourir mort miƒerable. Taken captive to die a miserable death. 
ARTEMIS/Orion~IUPPITER SIMEON PACT UPRISEN METEORISM: CAPABLE MEMORIST NELL PICTURES OMEN  

RE-MIRRORS  PLACE-TIMES  constellations “revolting”  MISERABLE  ATLAS   STAR'S  ABEAM   pairs the next line 
£  2088 3 2 3 Corps, ame, efprit aiant toute puiffance,               found this a week after publishing' EXPLANATION of the PREFIXES.  
PARCS COMPARES ACCESSION  precession/ PARITY. SEES STARMAPS SEEM ANTARES,SCOPES TROPIC OF CAPRICORN/CANCER  

ARTIFACE  CREATION PRECAUTION IN POET'S CESAR 
PONTIFICATION  PREFACE: 
AMPUTATE  AU-FAIT, RE-CRAFT   COUNTERFEIT AIM  -   
PIRATE CAPTAIN  PIRI  REIS  FITS MAP PORTS SAME. 

 
PARCS FIRES UP, AIMS TRUE,  PERFECTS  CORVUS  FACTS. 

yes... once again proving just how slow of wit I am. The very first paragraph in the Preface carried the guidance. 
 ARTIFACE  CREATION PRECAUTION AMPUTATE AU-FAIT AND RECRAFT – speaking of TWO au-fait counter-feit, this one

❖ PORTS = means "harbours" and "movement"      
❖   see in:  
 

 
 

  
The hidden creature  is a Subnasal 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9L1mAasMQo CAN YOU SEE IT? 

 

TULLI PAPYRUS: THUTMOSES III – named it the Winged Aten.  
the 1482-6 BC WINGED DISC.  around 777 orbital Earth years later 
IN 705 BC/Chinese records (when our orbit gained 5 days) 
Then 33CE then J690 -719 (add  ca. 700 = due around 1344/now)   
Due Feb 11 2021/1345CE!    Aten/Ison/ Atlas- Nemesis-Destroyer 
1345 C.E. to Ison seen-J672 = 673- j719 (last woodcut of previous 
astronomy)-33C.E. = 686 year gap. Then 33/biblical passover less 
705 BC (Hezekiah) = 738 years  (prior to which were 360 days).     
1486 BC to 705BC = 781 of our years at 360 days (781 by 5 additional    
days = 3905 days divide by 365 = 10.7 years diff) so, gap of 771 orbits 

There are many reasons for the orbit of the dead twin to our sun having an uncountable set period or gap between 
visits. The variations can be as great as sixty years and every fifth visit seems to be more destructive, that is, the so 
called 3,660 year orbit of Sitchin.This visit now was a fifth visit, but we have seen the work done by Elohim Alliances 
to protect the Living Library in Taurus,  2020 –  trimming parts off Atlas,* the comet half the size of our sun  - which  
happens to be Nemesis Tychon Ison Aten the PassOver et alia; gaining a new name each time it arrives. To  provide 
an "average" age gap between visits would be as useful as the idea Ptolemy had of averaging the length of the 
greater Ages to 2160 of our years simply by dividing 25,920 (the Millwheel of Ages)  by 12 to reach 2160.  Not one of 
those Greater Ages has a trip of 2160 for our sun to pass through! The quickest trip is through Aries taking 1440 
years and the slowest through Leo comprises 2808.  Pisces being the second longest at 2590 – in this way we are 
only just half travelled  through the Age of Pisces today! Given that we are about to go into 1345 A.D. in real time.IF 
we were to go back to that period around 2200BC, the previous very destructive imposition of the Atlas-Nemesis 
mini solar system – we might see so many events that could come into recognizable focus for historians – such as a 
date for the real Exodus, for Santorini-Thera and so on. Although it came to me that Santorini was the direct reason 
for Hyksos invasion into Egypt around the 1500BC mark (the 1486BC event) due to loss of grazing caused by Thera. 
 *appears in EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES page 34 

Additional to DERO CAME CANADA 
From the name MICHELDENOSTRADAMUS 

MAD LEECH SCHEME CHESS MADE M.E. DIESEL OIL ACHES  ROTUND  EARTH,   
DANCES ISAIAH'S  DISMAL DIEE SHADE AROUND HER,  IDLES MILES, LET SEAS LURCH, MAIMS 
SCAMS, LIES ACIDS MESH, SMASH LAND SEAMS  CHASM AROUND, EMITS THEIR 'CLIMATE' MIRTH 
SEEM DEMISE  IN ARM CAM IDLES, CALMED MA, DIM LANES ENDS A.D. INCEST CHILD CLAIMS 
AMID MALE NASAL DERO SADISM CAME  TO CHASE,  SLICE, EAT  DAMSELS, MAIDS SONS 

- Ophiuchus  irius  RACE Grus formerly Phoenix-Bennu-Crane 
❖ CHASM = The Grand Canyon 

from the name HELENCOCKBURNMEADPARKS   ('c' can be 'q') 
ABLE PUNCH, KNOCK  OUER  LEADER  DREAMERS;  CHAMBERS UNLOCK 

REAL MEAN REDNECK KNACKERS killers  CLEAN  UP BLANK CLONE COMPERE  COLD CROCK 
o 10 39 3 Auant dixhuict incompetant eage, Under eighteen inept age (and “Vermont towards Chile” 10 92 4)  

MI EXPECTATION ATEN asteroid VERMONT TO EXIT DUTCH GUIANA, INDEX CHAOTIC HOAX TO INCAPACITATE IOU 
UUIN IN UPDATING ANATHEMATIC TO EXACT AUTHENTIC EXECUTION – repairing the calendar INDICATED CHEATING UP 
8 52 RoyBloysD'AmboifeSemeLyndrePoytiersDevantBoni  ('v' = 'u') codes within codes 

ONE EYE BOSSY ENEMY LOBOTOMISED OBEDIENT SNOBBERY ELITE SODOMY BOYS: SEED DIRE FIERY DEMISE AROUND 
BLUE PLANET BODY MODIFIED BY DEVIANT BOVINE: EVERYONES SEMELE  'BRIDES' POSITIVE EERINESS  

 DISMAY IS INBRED DERO;  IN 
BOOBY TRAP VIDEO  . IS DEPRAVED BEAST DOMINATION ENDS A.D. 

10 72  2 Du ciel viendra un grand Roy d'effraieur. From the sky will come a great King of fear: FERRIC CYANIDE  INCENDIARY 

UUEIRD EVIL GRAND CANYON DRAGON CAVERN  INVADER:  A.R.C. FORD ON URDU; INFER RADON AFIRE  IN DAN 

1344 now 
To J688 
To J79 
Crucifixion 
To Isaiah 

705 BCE 
To TutMose 

1486 BCE 
Tulli  Papyrus 
  

When you see dates for the  mini 
solar system that comes into our 
own every circa 700 years, keep 
in mind that we see it for around 
40 years. 
To determine its peak and time of 
return would be ideal but far 
from truly possible. For example 
we have all been able to eyeball  
it since at least 2010. 
This is why we receive various 
dates from disparate countries. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9L1mAasMQo
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According to NASA (always a need to qualify this as a source), "first seen April 11 2020,  Comet Atlas was renamed SWAN 
in May 2020". The texts have warned us about the changing of names in order to fool or confuse the public. 
Since the early 1970's astronomers have known about the dead sun- comet half the size of our sun using the name  
Nemesis back then. The closer it came to arrival time the more likely it had a change of name, a change of where it really 
appeared in the heavens, a change of expected date of arrival and a change of course, many times.  
Just as the line above, 1 65 3 says:  "FOUND GUILE REMAINDERS" the latter word could as easily be BELLYFUL REMINDER – 
but I had never forgotten the word ESTOMACH  and saying  BELLYFUL  was as clear a hint as one would need. 

 

 

The Movie 
 

was made in 1990 
Someone knew even in 1990 that the   
J for Julian was still in living memory at 

J885 after Julian began his completed 

Kalends in 44 BC. 
I use 44 and not 46BCE because  J44 is 
when July was included. But 46 is true 

 
SEPTEMBER  2020 a reference to Back To The Future III in the Template! 
£  3262 5 33 4   /year.  I kid you not!    
The Part 2 Template of Computerised Quatreins is on the website,  and you can find this line yourself using the reference  £  3262 
Not only does this line speak of this cemetery detail, but ALSO the OTHER images I found the same hour!   
£  3262 5 33 4 Crys, hurlemens a Nantes piteux voir.   

(BACK TO THE FUTURE III)SCRY ANTENNAS RULE PATIENTS (5G)  

PITEOUS ANNAMESE CRY "HURL AUUAY INSECTS VEXES US"  the Vietnam war was about giant spiders       all  three in this line came true 
 

Just to bring you up to date on the  for Julian Kalendar (Kalends) where B.C.E. is Before Christian Era 
46 BCE Caesar draughted the new Calendar (why did he need to?) because they knew Nemesis was coming? 

             [for the same reason prince Otto made the new millennium bringing it forward by 324½ years] 
44 BCE – the month of July introduced, making the Julian Calendar fixed in stone until 582, October 

33. C.E. (Crucifixion Era*)  was really 79  (not used  as A.D. until 583 when the  -was made a #1) 

THUS when Nemesis set off Vesuvius for Pompeii and Herculoneum destruction in October 79, it was a few  

months following the Crucifixion – under which a huge earthquake caused by Nemesis had cracked the rock** 

*We call it Current Era which only relates to the Age of Pisces; which has 2590 years.                                  ** R. Wyatt 
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2 48 1La grand copie que paffera les monts. pairs 9 40 1 

J 555 publication   appeared in Giant Spiders pg 11 

CONQUERS LARGE QUOTA ANNAMESE GIANT SPIDER 
FAME UNGALLANT APE-MANS’ PLANS.  AMERICAN 
SQUARE NAPALMED AGENT ORANGE PRIOR IN 
UIETNAM. SEUEN LEGGED SPIDERS NOUU IN RUSSIA.  
AMERICAN  SQUARE  OFFS ENGLAND’S  GENTLEMAN 
(usually means David Icke, murdered 9 45 3)  
o AMERICAN SQUARE = the Marcabians, who do not 

seem to be friendly with those from Sirius 
(UNGALLANT Ahpee-men)  

o ANNAMESE = Vietnam  
did look like seven legs GIANT SPIDERS was published Sept.7.2017 not easy to count the legs as it moved  

 

 
5 86 2 La cite grande par eau fera vexee: The great city (LA) vexed by water. This pairs 11 #42  
RUSSIAN LEARNS EVADE GREAT EXTERNAL EXCRETAL APEE EXCEL RAVAGE, DEPRAVE TEENAGERS X-RATED ANAL IN TEEN-AGE  
RELIANCE VAGUE PEEVED CREATIVE ALIEN DESCEND: EVALUATES; ERADICATES RENEGADE REAPER- RACE RAPERS GATE-CARRIAGE  

 which would be a time gate, which is what the Middle East « wars » have really been about – who gains which stage gate  
 

11 #42 The [La] mighty city where is the principal man   
  La grand cité où est le premier homme, - president  

I've named the place -- just read the line again! Bien amplement la Ville ie vous nomme Is sore alarmed, with soldiers all afield.  
Tout en allarme, & le soldat és champs  Both fire and flood the city shall assail.  Par fer & eau, gran dement asligée  
Six hundred ten: then see these things revealed. 6 10 says ‘Of white and black of the two intermixed/Gray... Blood, land, plague,  
famine, fire [all] extinguished by water.  (The taking of the underground bases where satan's demented ones were, included drowning) 
5 86 3 Des grands d'entre eux par exil efgars, (somewhere amongst recent forums was another line speaking of « seven-legged spiders »)  
EXTRA DREADFUL SEVEN-LEGGED GIANT SPIDERS EXAGGERATED FANGS DRAIN dyalize (REFLUXES GANGRENE) ANGER X-RATED 
DELUX ELITE ARRANGED EXERT TAX FRAUDS, FUNDED RUNS GANG UUARS AGES, RUNS FUNERAL NAGGER (? insurance ?). NEXT PIXELS 
ARE GREAT DUNG/Alcyone SLANDERERS’ INFERNAL PREFIX/Lord IN AIR. Holograms, Blue Beam ? 
                                                 

1. Paranormal News      paranormal.about.com/od/.../a/news_080408n.htm 

by Stephen Wagner - in 95 Google+ circles 
In Valcheta, Rio Negro Province, between Bajos del Gualicho and Somuncurá, there are those who claim 
to ... Kinkaid's ancient Egyptian Grand Canyon cave 

"We Are All Related" Dr. Allen Ross 
There is a sandstone cliff, near second mesa on the Hopi Reservation in Arizona. On this cliff is etched a picture of the past, present, 
and the future. This site is more commonly known as Hopi Prophecy Rock. The petroglyph depicts the Hopi as emerging from the 
underground to the surface of the earth. The actual place for this event is a religious site located in the Grand Canyon. The Sioux also 
say they emerged from underground at a place in the Black Hills known today as Wind Cave. 

http://paranormal.about.com/od/paranormalgeneralinfo/a/news_080408n.htm
https://plus.google.com/104706475830719721055
https://plus.google.com/104706475830719721055
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When speaking about sending 12 of ours to their planet – 
= that was ANOTHER type of grey and the planet was 
supposedly SERPO in the Reticuli  [trade] system.  
See if you can find, without using G00GLE;  
 "The Serpo Project". 
Assuming the greys were telling the truth regarding where 
Serpo was - how would we know any different? 
 

Now listen near the end, where he says : 
 

"they made another type of clone with the head of a dog" 
- THAT is the Dogman which  the hidden texts have been 
warning about.Yet these have been seen since the 400s. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N743tjqI4ug&fbclid=IwAR3R0WrlppfLlh0NhAAcezR3NzX_SvjdgaJ-

3w7Zcv4h14O0deV4MNaWdwo  

 

  
ARGENTINA March 2006 BRAZIL March 2005 

1919 Texas 2008 
 

By now, y'all will know the connection between South America – Nazis – and Antarctica 

 

 

 
MARS FOUR PYRAMIDS 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYLiJF5PrZ0 

 

CANYON continues 

" According to Aztec  theory, the Aztecs originated from Utah’s maze of canyonlands, where experts have 
found ancient paintings on canyon walls which they believe are eerily similar to symbols depicted on the 
legendary Aztec calendar. 
https://www.ancient-code.com/ancient-aztecs-originate-modern-day-utah/ 
Information Sent by the Surviving Hopi Sinom May 20, 2003 

"We will receive many warnings allowing us to change our ways from below the Earth as well as above. Then 
one morning in a moment. We will awaken to the Red Dawn. The sky will be the color of blood, many things 
will then begin to happen that right now we are nor sure of their exact nature. For much of reality will not be 
as it is now. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N743tjqI4ug&fbclid=IwAR3R0WrlppfLlh0NhAAcezR3NzX_SvjdgaJ-3w7Zcv4h14O0deV4MNaWdwo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N743tjqI4ug&fbclid=IwAR3R0WrlppfLlh0NhAAcezR3NzX_SvjdgaJ-3w7Zcv4h14O0deV4MNaWdwo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYLiJF5PrZ0
https://www.ancient-code.com/ancient-aztecs-originate-modern-day-utah/
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"There will be many strange beasts upon the Earth in those days, some from the past and some that we have 
never seen. The nature of mankind will appear strange in these times we walk between worlds and we will 
house many spirits even within our bodies After a time we will again walk with our brothers from the Stars, 
and rebuild this Earth. But not until the Purifier has left his mark upon the universe. 
• 9 41 1 Le grand Chyren foy faifir Avignon, 
• SINE VIGOR GRAND CANYON COLORADO RIVER, HALF FIERY –  
• IS IFFY HAVEN FOR EVIL HORNY RIVER (Erid.anu the horned helmet) GIRAFFE (Camelopardalis = Anakim)  
• Sine vigor – the sasar tool 
• FRINGE OF FAIR HOLY HEAVEN FIVE-FINGER (Elohim) GLORY VERIFY HAIRY FREE-LIVING (Sasquatch) 
• saying the Sasquatch are part of the Elohim and the Living Library 

 

See the orbs down low? 

 
Deborah Bayard 

I have seen in meditation that our Prez is being guided by St. Germain. Thank you for this. 
 

Karen Ellington 
October 18 at 9:35 PM  ·  

With so many recent arrivals at camp 'I'm awake now' I thought I'd offer a brief synopsis of what has been going on on this planet to be shared 

and bring you up to speed. 

First thing to understand: a cabal of evil psychopaths who are interested in the occult have been running this planet for a very long time.  

These psychopaths are born with no empathy and they perform trauma based mind control on themselves (their own children) and others from 

their 'cult'.  

These people use pedophilia in ritual. (C+F+ritual) 

They desire to live forever (they plan to merge with robots and machines) and seek to use the gifts of sleeping humans to achieve their goals of 

ownership of the planet and complete control over everything. They are deviant control freaks. They own most corporations and private groups.  

Once you understand that these people will lie, kill, steal and manipulate to get what they want you can move on to part 2. 

Since WW2 the energy that created the NAZI party and all the atrocities that went along with it are still alive and kicking.  

Without Big Oil and Big Corporations, Hitler would never have succeeded.  

WW2 was an experiment in evil and human sacrifice and truly it was never ‘won’ by anyone.  

It was just a means for the elite to grab more land and more power.  

After the war they created the EU which meant the same as Hitler taking over Europe but done with a friendly face to make it 'acceptable'. 

Gradually, all sovereign nations have been infiltrated and taken over by the people who carry the EUGENIC dream (anti-human).  

The gold backed currency was destroyed, the family unit was attacked, human genders have been chemically altered en masse and GOD has 

been removed from the minds of the people (to allow the future ‘merge with machines’ and ‘mark of the beast microchip’ plan to become easier 

to manifest.)  

The last 70 - 80 years have just been a time these NAZIs pretended now to be ‘liberals’ and ‘academics’ to lull humanity into a false sense of 

security, freedom and growth. They pretended to be bringing in some sort of technology/science based utopia but in reality it is an evil scheme to 

https://www.facebook.com/deborah.bayard.3?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1OTAyNDk4ODA3NDIzNV8xMDE1OTAyNTA4NTEwOTIzNQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtbjBZKVjYrifbTbQ0O0udVtXLkk-BOYll0viZGD0KZJmuRQu32eYeg3uC2rs09lncNQoOdh0ai_qt4VCO78FpJ1qG6pbqYb8DUStJmg0ULmKYcPydFm9K1vydxeEBsq0&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/elektra.kute?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVZkqorAqN9Ufj1tEX_n2cO7Ud_RjVbKjYN_kFYaIPpgvVKoxImlI4we3WswAHc3Ns5MczXY3NbLXSGBT70JCSTzmz2VnugoYJjME1EAdtfRmw7yRIDUs-N7q-b_QHsfHNGfK3mYdVpkTS8nr2prvdv&__tn__=-UC%2CP-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/elektra.kute/posts/10157548550906935?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVZkqorAqN9Ufj1tEX_n2cO7Ud_RjVbKjYN_kFYaIPpgvVKoxImlI4we3WswAHc3Ns5MczXY3NbLXSGBT70JCSTzmz2VnugoYJjME1EAdtfRmw7yRIDUs-N7q-b_QHsfHNGfK3mYdVpkTS8nr2prvdv&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-y-R
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take over and control the human being and the natural world. They would have done it earlier only they needed us to discover so many things 

before they were ready to use human intellect against us (they own patents on most discoveries and advancements). 

This ‘cabal’ began creating the false narrative of ‘climate change’ way back in the 1930s.  

Even though they were the ones creating planned obsolescence and consumerism (via TV and media advert brainwashing).  

The climate fear narrative is a part of the slave master plan.  

They started trying to make humans believe 

 a) there are too many of us. 

b) we are destructive and killing the planet. 

Neither of these statements are true. 

They even teach the young their pseudo science in Universities and schools to make sure the brainwashing continues.  

Anyone who stands against the lies is branded ‘a quack’ or a ‘science denier’.  

Global weather changes, this is normal and governed by the sun.* 

The fires you see increasing are created by ARSONISTS to give you the fear our world is in peril and to actually create destruction of the eco 

system. 

 ‘They’ (the CABAL) also began to push the whole 12 years narrative via psyoperatives and children recently to gain the approval of the masses 

for the next stage of their end game. ‘Total lockdown and enslavement’.  

Known to the EVIL CABAL as THE GREAT RESET. ** 

The plandemic was their way of achieving this, they released a bio weapon with China’s help, and brought the world to its knees.  

Destroying the economies and people’s spirit. Putting fear into them so they freeze and are easily defeated.  

Then they stoked race wars to keep us all divided. Nothing they fear more then a united humanity. 

The people you see pushing The Great Reset idea are all linked directly to NEW WORLD ORDER and GLOBAL SLAVERY.  

They want you to feel powerless. They want you to feel guilty and believe the media garbage.  

They hope you won’t say no but you’ll consent and police others for them.  

They desire a one world global communist regime run by them, while we will be chipped up zombies.  

The vaccine is full of nanotechnology to destroy human sovereignty and health. An excuse to invade our bodies and chip us up. 

This is World War 3. It is upon us. We fight for the survival of the human race and the planet. 

Trump is basically the only man standing between you and the take over at this time, which is why the media tries to destroy him and 

make you hate him. 

There, now you are up to date.  

This is what we are fighting against 

* by the sun. not only our sun, but our sun's twin, the effect our orbit has, the angle of our planet, the shift of continents and our spin. 

** THE GREAT RESET. And just like NESARA being copied for disinformation by GHW Bush, these words THE GREAT RESET have 

another meaning, a much older and more geological truth. This great reset of the Nazis seems to coincide with our geological resets – such as the 

various popes over the ages changing things to suit the Nazi Vril agenda. 

Oh I am breathless. Speechless! 

 Most of this information is in The Hidden Texts of Nostradamus. 

The Chimera (Soros and McCain were these) 

 and the Giant Spider beings 

 (which is what Vietnam war was all about)  

Antarctica and the fallen Plejaren, all named in the texts. 

Plus the task of the Tau Cetian Dorean (an off world space program in league with those which are allied and 

behind St. Germain). 

Pars Kutay 
October 15 at 9:30 PM 2020    this is put here for you to make up your own mind 

FINAL BATTLE UPDATE ~ October 14, 2020 

(IBC).  

The vast majority of the Draco ships and also the majority of negative Secret Space Programs ships have been Cleared already, with very few 

remaining in the Low Earth Orbit.  

Many of the Dracos are fleeing the Draco fleet and trying to hide in underground bases, where they are Cleared anyway a few days later. 

The Resistance is clearing the underground bases with full force, with Neu Berlin and most other Antarctic underground bases already liberated. 

Positive Military sources with no access to Resistance intel are reporting unusual seismic activity in Antarctica. Those military sources are 

also reporting evacuation of surface US, Russian, Chinese, and Argentinian military bases in Antarctica for unknown reasons. 

The LIGHT Forces have also begun the full force operation of clearing the Chimera fleet * that was until now hidden in Quantum Superposition 

State in Sublunar Space.  

They have already managed to clear the majority of Chimera forces from Sublunar Space and NOW most of the Chimera fleet is gathered in 

Low Earth Orbit.  

Draco military commanders are surrendering all their highly advanced technology to the Chimera forces just before they get cleared by the 

Galactic Confederation. Draco military high command is NOW in a state of panic, smelling defeat. 

Chimera fleet is using the so-called quantum black goo as their defense weapon against the progress of the LIGHT Forces.  

Quantum black goo is simply compressed form of quantum primary anomaly that has been exposed to extreme entropy and is now being 

released by the Chimera in Low Earth Orbit and is being very effectively cleared by the LIGHT Forces.  

Yet, it still does contribute to the overall primary anomaly around the planet and to general feeling of doom and gloom which surrounds the 

Earth. 

Chimera beings were once highly evolved angelic beings who chose to subject themselves to controlled toplet bombs explosion experiments 

long time ago in the Galactic past. This, and numerous genetic experiments has mutated them into Spider Beings** of unimaginable darkness. 

Soon, they will All BE finally dealt with. 

To counteract all this, Saint Germain is NOW sending Strong Energies to empower the implementation of the Constitution of the United 

States: The Constitution is a legal document that forms the legal basis for the creation of New Atlantis before the Galactic Codex can be 

implemented. 

https://www.facebook.com/pars.kutay1?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtbjBZKVjYrifbTbQ0O0udVtXLkk-BOYll0viZGD0KZJmuRQu32eYeg3uC2rs09lncNQoOdh0ai_qt4VCO78FpJ1qG6pbqYb8DUStJmg0ULmKYcPydFm9K1vydxeEBsq0&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
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Saint Germain was deeply involved in the creation of the United States and in the creation of the Declaration of Independence. 

 

We are NOW in the midst of the Final Battle: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6E-F3_VOgWA&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyDjk2_GBlw 

And Envision our Future. 

The BEST is yet to Come: 

At a certain point… Energies of the Galactic Central Sun will burn through All obstacles…  

The Net Must Come Down… It Ends… LIGHT Enters! 

~ Cobra  

with LOVE  

Pars Kutay 
* Chimera fleet –the Hidden Texts say these come from Bennu Bird constellation/Grus 

**Spider Beings – see GIANT SPIDERS pdf 

TRUMPS DEEDS 
Brian Christopher 
 FOR ANYONE NOT SUPPORTING TRUMP  

-He made cruelty to animals a FELONY 

-He gave billions to stop the opioid crisis 

-He destroyed ISIS, killed how many terrorists without going to war 

-We are the Largest producer of oil 

-He built a wall to keep criminals and drugs from coming in 

-He slashed the price for medications and some cases 50%, which is driving big Pharma nuts 

-He signed a law ending the gag-order on pharmacists that prevented them from sharing money-saving options on prescriptions 

-He signed the Save Our Seas Act which funds 10 million per year to clean tons of plastic and garbage from the ocean 

-He signed a bill for airports to provide breast-feeding stations for nursing moms 

-He signed the biggest wilderness protection and conservation bill in a decade designating 375,000 acres as protected land 

-He loves America and puts Americans first 

-He made a gay man the ambassador of Germany and then asked him to clean up national security and unclassified as much of it as possible for 

transparency 

-He’s kept almost every campaign promise 

-He works for free, donating his salary to different charities 

-He’s done more for the black community than every other President 

-He listened to senator Scott and passed Invest In Opportunity Zones to help minorities 

-He passed prison reform, which gives people a second chance and has made quite a huge difference for the black communities 

-He passed VA reforms to benefit the very people who served our country and defend our freedom 

-He’s signing new trade deals that benefit Americans, instead of costing us more 

-He loves our flag and our country 

-He calls out and has shown all of us that they ARE Fake News, and they twist the truth to control and mislead the people and he is trying to 

protect us from this 

-He’s ending wars 

-He has made a commitment to end child-trafficking and crimes against humanity and has made 1000’s of arrests already 

-He’s brought home over 40 Americans held captive, the last one from Iran 

-He was a Billionaire before he ran for President and now is worth at least 1/3 less... because he loves America THAT MUCH 

-He’s making the world pay their fair share for the UN for protection 

-He respects cops, veterans, ICE & First Responders 

-He does not sell out America to other countries, like the leaders prior to him have done 

You will be amazed at how much more peace comes into your life when you turn off the FAKE NEWS and turn on the true America, where we 

focus on what unites us, not what divides us. The media hated him from day one. Impeachment was on the table before he was elected. He’s 

never given a chance yet he’s done more in 4 years than any president with zero help from the media or democrats. Results don’t lie onto the 

radical left. 

Love it or leave it. 

Do your research... I have! 

All of these are verifiable things Trump has done! And verifiable that the media twists his words! 

AND THE LIST GOES ON! 

20 october 2020 – recall NASA  AIMING two asteroids – the Dark Sides' last cards 
 (what could go wrong???) 

https://www.9news.com.au/world/osirisrex-mission-nasa-to-attempt-descent-onto-treacherous-asteroid-this-
week/a0aed5ca-db8a-472d-ae02-c9fc7d88d2bd  
 

8 88 1 SARDAIGNEROI         
GRANDIOSE ORGANISE AIR RAID – raid regions  3 34 4 
RAIDING A [Dec 21/22] OS (Capricorn) ERA, GARRISON IDEA  (FEMA camps)   
see 8 6 1 - ELM is July 15 to July 25 & Sept 2 - 29 
IS RIO GRANDE DRAGON … RAISE  I (either Egypt or Yew tree day Halloween or Dec. 18/19/20) or Ophiucus Draco 
putting the A.I. together: becomes artificial intelligence/ RAIDS IRON AGE (in Halloween which is in Scorpio) 
 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D6E-F3_VOgWA%26feature%3Dyoutu.be%26fbclid%3DIwAR0j0Sc13a8TDbHIztFKvNzLmDvKe8FWbA58Z3HBLiPmwhtl49dcQUgpYII&h=AT0gXOyBNKl6uGHtgQoZ1XeiNQl53KDkVir5K_15XmLPSPzz-2XdCSVXQbxzLZzNjt9jnP7fBDgI0mwmfrsyoQR7kJG-6_GV4DbtJZ-Z1dO7Qh-hAIlsMCahHdhfPCbF5NU7&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0B4nKAll19bX3R86s9zsn51DRTbnWUxOVfac2YTqgRvqQJTdibW5x8NKrTcBtfxOf_MvTIE9_Y5bK_J488Y-xv13-D8ZDpwk4vwbCC5vzxdr9kS_n1B0J8ypYK1md8kcxyPo7xZBeGv0QSp-L6HOHw
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DVyDjk2_GBlw%26fbclid%3DIwAR2JiDBegdhY8BkVlNs2Ir-A0Wbb_AqSDmRFjxnQ49D2TbgcmdXAffTqzY0&h=AT2OU66omenbBk8N-oKJWEgyKbh7pvddYAI0t-6iMaRYA3MFq9vjGQvomEU81LPY_vHTTttES2BsKjv5qoXgFkeI5IKBDi2MEnKHnSONKry_R9JAwzDNQqUOV03e6CQgOETl&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0B4nKAll19bX3R86s9zsn51DRTbnWUxOVfac2YTqgRvqQJTdibW5x8NKrTcBtfxOf_MvTIE9_Y5bK_J488Y-xv13-D8ZDpwk4vwbCC5vzxdr9kS_n1B0J8ypYK1md8kcxyPo7xZBeGv0QSp-L6HOHw
https://www.facebook.com/pars.kutay1?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtbjBZKVjYrifbTbQ0O0udVtXLkk-BOYll0viZGD0KZJmuRQu32eYeg3uC2rs09lncNQoOdh0ai_qt4VCO78FpJ1qG6pbqYb8DUStJmg0ULmKYcPydFm9K1vydxeEBsq0&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/pars.kutay1?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXtbjBZKVjYrifbTbQ0O0udVtXLkk-BOYll0viZGD0KZJmuRQu32eYeg3uC2rs09lncNQoOdh0ai_qt4VCO78FpJ1qG6pbqYb8DUStJmg0ULmKYcPydFm9K1vydxeEBsq0&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/bcbauman?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWzjJzNVrmMe0XDl0r1BIKVCqLzSGNpZFY-jMt2Sxh-A7mYqZIUIbFEU7xuDc2FRPl9qLDyEt9kszazfHU40qsKf0E5HZ6rssM_mbEg8tumAJW4V9Z2u6S6wsjbuusIufdmCgi9le7ZT8uj7toPtnzi&__tn__=-UC%2CP-y-R
https://www.9news.com.au/world/osirisrex-mission-nasa-to-attempt-descent-onto-treacherous-asteroid-this-week/a0aed5ca-db8a-472d-ae02-c9fc7d88d2bd
https://www.9news.com.au/world/osirisrex-mission-nasa-to-attempt-descent-onto-treacherous-asteroid-this-week/a0aed5ca-db8a-472d-ae02-c9fc7d88d2bd
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The ALGONQUIN areas are …New England, New Jersey, southeastern New York, New Brunswick, much of Canada east of the 
Rocky Mountains, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and Iowa. 
3 34 4 Cherte n'a garde: nul ny aura pourueu. D  
HURRY UP HELEN PAL ~ U.N GET READY CRYPTID ANU ANALOGUE (analogy) HUGE UR CREATURE  U.N OANNE LAP [orbits] 

3 34 IN YR OF THE HORSE PT 3    see also in LETTER 32 & REINCARNATION 

When the eclipse of the Sun will then be, 
The monster will be seen in full day: 
Quite otherwise will one interpret it  OTTAUUA  RETREAT  £  2120 
High price unguarded: none will have foreseen it. ………….Or 
Not caring about expense none will have been 
provided for 

 

This Eclipse is the 30 hours of ‘sack cloth’ or three days and « all colours will be the same » (da Vinci)  
caused by Nibiru, and this monster is Nibiru 
Not caring about expense none will have been provided for  is interesting. Those who have the means to “not care 
about expense” (sometimes called the ‘elite’) are placed in the same sentence as those which were not provided for! 

A BIGFOOT VIDEO 
https://www.disclose.tv/impressive-footage-shows-a-large-bigfoot-in-canada-319602 

 

 

2 2 3 BEGAN FULL HURT (EAT HUMAN ORGANS) ON  
CANADA, ENGLAND  UUESTERN  SPHERE. appeared in ANTENNA 

4 3 4 Proche du mont ou Sagonte s'affied.  Near the 
mountain where Sagunto sits. Is this Sagunto an Indian?  

In Canada.  
DERO appeared inside  the  line 4 3 4  – not spotted 

 
9 85 3  IFFY-RANCID-ODOR CYPRINODONT  ROUND 
FOREHEAD DERO HORROR  REAPPEAR  OFFENCES  IN  
CANADA  PROVINCES   FIFTIETH degree TO NORTH  LX = 60  
(parallel latitude to 50 degrees north in Canada) LX can be XL 
= 40TH  
CYPRINODONT carp-like = Oannes IN CANADA ONTARIO PROVINCE 

8 10 2 INCLUDING  ENTIRE  IRELAND, FINNO-UGRIC, C+F+3 34 

ORIENTAL GULF. CONTINUES UNTIL UNENDING  COLDER 
IN ALL ALGONQUIN   3 34 4 OUR ANU UNEARTHLY 
AUGURY PRELUDE  = CHERTAN    DRAGON  CUE UP 
UNDERGROUND ADEN AREA  ~ CANADA UNREADY 

Amazing Footage of the Mysterious Black 
Knight satellite from ISS 
I am fairly sure this is not the same black knight that was 
downed last January 
 
It looks more like the cowling off a rocket 
Even though the occupants escaped in a space pod, one 
would think they would return in something more substantial 
and modern than this object, not that anyone could second 
guess a Seraphim!  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoC4FnxROko&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR075aRcRd446y8V4TL2A5I7Jd7kxBQCb9lbXLcvYWNfYTIXqhASod_Whfg 

from ARMAGEDDON WARLIKE IMAGE 

A Company in Canada Linked to the Raelians Claims to Be Cloning Human Beings 

Noting the word RAELIANS has IS.RA.EL in it 

http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/a-company-in-canada-linked-to-raelians.html 
1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee , 
CENTURIES  QUATRAINS  BLOGS:  DO NOT MISS  
BENIGN GOLDEN CREEDLESS  MANKIND AGE SERENE 
GREENNESS  ONCE  GENDERLESS  SEEN  AND  BEEN 
LOGS: NOT GOD IN GOD’S UUORLD IS BLISS 
NASAL DERO ORMANCER BEAST MONSTERS SMELLING AROUND CANADA 
the left over Nephilim. Ormancer – uses ormus, uses sonic nasal cavities to levitate  and destroy 
ELITE ADDICTED TO COLD-BLOODED MAN-MONGREL - QUEER CROSS-BRED ‘ANGEL’  OANNES  U.N. ALCIONE:   
CONGRESS SCAMMING  ROCK’S  (Earth) CLIMATE ELEMENTS,  
SCROOGE’S GREED DESOLATES/vb  ODD BALL GEM, /Earth  SABOTAGE,  MOLEST LEMMINGS’ people’s BEES,  
MAKES BLEAK BOAT/Earth GENOCIDE TROUBLES... 
IN BLAMELESS ICE-COLD COLOUR-BLIND GLOOM INCLEMENCE:  
the sack cloth of the bible, no one caused it, but there are those taking advantage of it 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_England
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Jersey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Brunswick
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_Mountains
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minnesota
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wisconsin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michigan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illinois
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indiana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iowa
https://www.disclose.tv/impressive-footage-shows-a-large-bigfoot-in-canada-319602
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoC4FnxROko&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR075aRcRd446y8V4TL2A5I7Jd7kxBQCb9lbXLcvYWNfYTIXqhASod_Whfg
http://humansarefree.com/2019/06/a-company-in-canada-linked-to-raelians.html
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from CONSCIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS pdf 
1 62 1 Le grande perte las que feront les lettres, What a great loss there will be to learning: 
R.O. REGRET TENSELESS [!] QUANTAL ONTO PALLET~DEFTER GENTEEL ERROR-FREE FLEET SEES OS ANKLE  FEET REPELS  
DEFENSELESS  LEPER’S SLEEPLESS TERROR = RELENTLESS TREE-PEST DERO LEGEND , DENOTED DEGREE LETTER  SPELLS 

o TENSELESS  without any tense/ time-place  QUANTAL time-place everywhere, saying quantum mechanics are involved   
o ONTO PALLET a pallet is a bed, the name Da Vinci used for Earth ‘shaking the bed to make it’ he said 
o OS Capricorn  ANKLE Aquarius  FEET Pisces DENOTED DEGREE forty to sixty degrees north – at first in Canada  

LETTER = pdf  SPELLS the degrees, yes, the previous forum        ANTHERO-TREE-DERO hybridized giant-botanical genes 
 

£  34477:18:4  Dame captive qu'avoit la paix tiƒƒue        The lady who had woven the peace is captive.  
CITE MEDEA time gate user EDUCATE; PUMICATES: TAXI A.U.UP IN MA, Blue MICEproject-MEDUSA [D.E.F. weapon 2008]  
IT SIX AT U.S ACADEMIE,Blackwater TOIL EQUIPT cause SQUAT parked MAUU: AT SIXTI0 SEXTANT U.S.A 
o ‘repulsive Six’ = two triads, Alcyone, Aldebaran, Sirius Oannes under Antarctica & Draco,Vatican Rib,Chertan SAAM/giants. 
o AT SIXTI0 SEXTANT U.S.A which is exactly what  c+f+3 34 4  said 
o OUR  ANU AUGURY PRELUDE ~ CANADA  UNREADY,  A.A RUDE CHERTAN URANY [uranite] LEAGUE ROUND UP UUAGE EARNER                      

FIFTIETH degree TO NORTH  LX = 60  (parallel latitude to 50 degrees north in Canada) could be 40th  (XL) degree to 60th  
o PUMICATES to smooth the rough edges off something solid 
o TAXI A.U. Astronomical Unit UP just as the Hopi prophecy rock shows 
o 9 52 4 Et ce fera de France a toute bande.  

ATEN false asteroid but also the Comet Atlas was named Aten – DEFRAUDER (Nemesis was also called Aten) 
 (ROBE hid  FETTERED in irons FEAT)   CANADA  FEAR ~  TRUE OFF-BEAT  CERN DECADENCE OFF-CENTRE CORE FEATURE 
ONTARIO AREA ENCOUNTER DERO BRUTE FACE-TO-FACE TEEN BRAT (BEATEN DEAD)  BEEF TO TEA date and see 3 34 4, 9 58 3 previous forum 
o TEA  Sagittarius TO BEEF  Taurus  date. This follows on from OS Capricorn  ANKLE Aquarius  FEET Pisces 
o Da Vinci said this event would last 7 months 
o 4 45 profliges/forming  reschapera /remould, 

4 45 1 Par conflit roy, regne abandonera:    
o GRAND CANYON PREFABRICATOR (shape shifter) the Reptilians mentioned in other lines ABLE TRACE (see 4 33 2 above in 

''tapped'') DOCTOR, REFER  CELEBRATE REINCARNATION IN PROOF-READING GRANNY   
o   RE~COMMENCEMENT[this work] COMPETENCE  COMES  FROM  PRE–ACQUAINT…   from the Prologue to the Centuries 
o 4 86 4 ESTEEM TRUE ~ REINCARNATION CONQUERS ~ CONQUERESS  RESUMES   QUEST  
o R.O. [Andomeda Cncl] ANNOYANCE BAD REIGN OF TERROR ;  AND LARGE ON [Oannes/Uan] APPLY ANNE BOLEYN in DAN.          
o APPEND (add) NANNY NELL LEND ABLE ORION ANALOGY The Orion Reptilians at the Grand Canyon   
 

 

As you already know, the Manuscript of this title was discovered in a wealthy Italian lord's private 
library, when I was just trying to find original Almanacks. That day everything I needed was 'let' to me and 
ever since, that source was sealed. Not just to me but to everyone. The Manuscript titled Monstre d'Abvs 
(Monster from Abus) 
was special in that I have never heard anyone mention it so far as making use of it or even reading it. 
The reason may sit in the vignette pictured, with explicit implications the creature came from Ophiuchus. 
So a short excerpt appeared on Folio 6 explaining that these are the Grayles underground of Phil 
Schneider, of the Military Industrial Media Complex and of the "New World Order" which includes the 
NIV bible. 
The Original Manuscript contains 40 reading pages and probably a years worth of work to both translate 
and then to decipher. This Manuscript now appears on Folio 6 for the die hards to delve into. 
The name:  Apu – former capital of the ninth nome of Edfu. 
And the reason for my tardiness is not really forgivable for anyone counting on me to get it right. 
Put the word 'abus' into William Whittakers Latin Words search and it comes up with "apus" or Apu. 
The big "M" is for the Orion Group, the sky rune of Mannuz, but also in French is Monsieur. 
Apus is the Swift-Swallow, the legless flying bird, also known as Hirundo as a constellation. Right next to 
tiny Ara which is next to Ophiuchus. And just like the Bennu bird, which is written as Penu in ancient 
Egyptian but pro-nounced Bennu (south land) – the word Abus in ancient Latin is pronounced Apu. As 
constellations go, there are a few 'birds' in a row. Pavo the Peacock  is one of them. Hirundo is not to be 

confused with Hirudo the Leech. Apus-Api is also the Bird of Paradise. 
 

                    

3 76 3  Le coeur captif & petites receptes,  The heart captive and [the] returns small 

SEE UTU, APES, C  E.T.  CAPE  hide in SELECT  CERTIFICATE, birth certificate IS ACUTE sharply CAPITAL  LETTER  
PERFECT  PIECE,  IS  SEPTIC  RECIPE. from Manuscript a la tefte du Dragon en Virgo, & feiche febrici  
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Whistleblower Claims There Are More Than Eighty-Two Species Of Aliens In Contact With Humans. 
https://dailymysteries.com/2018/03/24/whistleblower-claims-there-are-more-than-eighty-two-species-of-aliens-
in-contact-with-humans/ 
 

It is not generally known I sent the table of  84 Extra Terrestrials (named in the Template) to Paul Hellyer in 2010. 
He came out in 2012 making the statement he was aware of  "82 Extra Terrestrials that affect humans" - 
and he was right!  
I had included two group names in my 84 – whose members were already in the tabled list, so the two group 
names were not needed to be included in the numbered.  
Then in the Excerpt from Monstre d'Abvs forum was the bold statement: 
moyen gaigner quelque authorite fur  
UUORTHY ARGO QUINQUEREME*, FERTILE QUEEN, MEANT REQUIRE UNEQUAL EIGHTY-TUUO FREE TO GO AUUAY FROM EARTH.      
There happen to be 82 Other Worlders in the Quaran Table 

• *refers to 2 5 3, "its golden Oar league karma from the blue". The Oar League are Mantids from Argo 

• a Quinquereme is a sailing ship much like the ones the Romans used, with rowing oars. Argo has an image for its constellation 
which is always shown travelling in reverse – backwards in time? 

• Fertile Queen – because Casseopeans have arranged the tweaking of the DNA of humanity since forever 

• Unequal Eighty Two – that's for sure! As many plans, programs, objectives and hidden agenda as one can imagine 

• Noting they are saying that all of them are to quit Earth, including themselves, the Mantids Casseopean and Andromedans 

Recently I received a good question from Sandi Cooke. She asked me why the Zeta were not present in the table. 
In the Grand Scheme of things the small Zeta45 are only hive mind robots for the group which invented Nazis and 
'gave' us Hitler, The Aldebaran-Plejaren-Sirius triad. The fallen ones under Antarctica. 
here is an image we see frequently, and it conveys incorrect information. If asked, most people would say this is a 
"Zeta Grey" – but it is certainly not! In essence, this partly answers Sandi's question. 

  

Take a good close look at the base of these space ships 
with the fashions being Henry VIII ( J500s)  

 and go to Control+Find+AZTEC 
 

noting the grey pictured here in this ad for a video 
about the SERPO Exchange program, is exactly the 
same grey as all the SubNasal following,  those from 
Sirius, not Serpo. 
 

Die hard readers will recall a pdf titled Aliens Lie... 
Here we see the proof in that. The Nazis were backed 
by a Triad (search the word TRIAD in the Template) 
composed of Aldebaran, Pleidians (fallen ones) and 
those from Sirius: Oannes & SubNasal 
Other proof is the Vril propulsion of their space ships 

It was only yesterday that a group of images of a particular type of "grey" came to me for collecting/collating. 
These are not the Zeta as we think of them – and we only "know of them" via early reporting from the likes of 
Linda Moulton Howe (who has gone on to report many others) yet her readers in the main seem to think a "grey" 
is from Zeta Reticuli (the Net). For the most part the majority of disclosure readers are stuck with that thought. 
The ZETA name appears once in all of the Template by that name but appears many times by other descriptions 
such as "crotchless" and  "spun in Crane" and "anapisia petus" "pygmean", "imp" and words that describe being 
paralysed or anaesthetised. Since Allan Webber, who programmed the Template of Quatrain lines, told me he 
does not believe in Aliens, it was not to be expected to see the word "grey" or Zeta. Yet the words Grayle/Argyle 
appear. The time for describing the SUBNASAL from Sirius has arrived – and these could also be termed "Grayle". 

The tallish greenish Graal of the Elohim Alliances has even been spelt in the Template as GRAAL.Which is not a 

Grayle! The tall grey Betty Hill encountered along with his trade route map, was a Grayle. Those which attacked 
Phil Schneider were Grayles too – not from the same star systems, his being from Abus (Apu/Apis) near 
Ophiuchus.  Betty Hills' were of the Zeta trade route, but aligned with the Aldebaran Nazi triad under Antarctica – 
proven by the Nazi SS Officer on board – and that was our 1961!  (In reality, 1285C.E.) Hers were from Canis Minor 
One detail you will notice about the Subnasal Grayles from Sirius – is that like us- they have defining features and 
just like us, no two are exactly alike. They all share the subnasal feature and the downturned mouth, and the one 
other thing they share with humans – they start out young and grow old.   A collection of these in images follows. 
THESE are the ones Alex Collier refers to in his statement "the first to 'arrive' are from Sirius and they are full of.... 
except they have been here all along, as you will see. 
I will attempt to place them in an age order – their own age. 

https://dailymysteries.com/2018/03/24/whistleblower-claims-there-are-more-than-eighty-two-species-of-aliens-in-contact-with-humans/
https://dailymysteries.com/2018/03/24/whistleblower-claims-there-are-more-than-eighty-two-species-of-aliens-in-contact-with-humans/
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  NONE of any of these are Zeta greys, yet these are the consistent persistent and prevailing  type.   4 72 4 

 

Left. From Earthfiles 1993  and  2020 
o Notice what was not said/ 

if these EBENs were being truthful to us they would at least tell us where they came from - 

so why dont they?  Yet they let us believe other ideas such as from Zeta... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcx8dfSEx8w&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1SSLYy02
-aeDVxvGw0eqzbQjFgcK-hflPKDNinw7qBb0F8P3cuC2tEzd0 

 
 
As much as I would prefer to put the 17 TRIAD lines in a separate pdf – they had best go here~keeping in mind 
this is the enemy to both humankind and Earth, which is named in "principalities etc" (with 'Prince" being 
Alkhemical for Sirius) from Paul in Ephesians 6:12 “for we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against 
principalities, against powers,  against the rulers of the darkness of the world, against spiritual.. wickedness in 
high places".   ...  
yet not many of us heed what this really means! 
 
 

 ABBA – Father In Heaven - 

 Birch is a date Dec 24 – Jan 20 

o as you can see these are a form of Subnasal - fooling everyone as 

usual - and THESE are the Aleister Crowley ones, the new face 

found in a mountain in Antarctica and a couple others I collected 

... still the same source - Sirius. This is what they told Crowley 

and I do not think they were lying to him... because the word 

Sirius even though it is not named much in the hidden texts - 

others that MEAN Sirius are, - often, - in fact, these ones came 

from Canis Minor, a part of the Sirius Orion Group 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcx8dfSEx8w&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1SSLYy02-aeDVxvGw0eqzbQjFgcK-hflPKDNinw7qBb0F8P3cuC2tEzd0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcx8dfSEx8w&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1SSLYy02-aeDVxvGw0eqzbQjFgcK-hflPKDNinw7qBb0F8P3cuC2tEzd0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrmvftTDhoQ&fbclid=IwAR3Q8Ou2ULS2KT
y3d9UC82tvs-8XqamH573YxTMeajAzCM7hQoWznqXO-vo   

Emery Smith – the messengers' messenger 
you will notice at one point he is holding something back 
his eyes flicker and blink, around the middle of the video 
 

 
Recall I was talking about boundaries on the moon, the older ones having what is 
in effect rune and runic sign posts? 
The runes are based each on the shape of their home constellation as seen from 
here... hence the runes from star constellations are the basis for our alphabets, 

anyway... this  video ties in Nazis, Antarctica, and the Nazi space program/s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyEqXhpA9XQ 

 

 

 
See the STACK 
 
were the Greeks using obelisk as Tesla towers? 

                                           

3 87 4  Sang nagera: captif ne me croyras. De.   You will swim in blood captive you will not believe me. 
PARCS SANG AIR  IMPERFECTION CARNAGE/chemtrails - RARE SENIOR SORCERER (Marduk) AIMS CRIMES    
PITS AGAINST  ICON  E’A AYSE GRACE (Elohim) 

JAIN LINES 
1 42  2 NAME ALLAN’S PROCESS PROGRAMS CENTURIES LINES 
3 26  4  PERCIPIENT  INTERCEPTORS  PRINTERS:  [plural ,  Allan & Helen)  INTERPRET  ZEROES:   ENTERPRISE  INCITES  ZETE  (peer 
at, study) EPICS   EXIST TEXTS   ENTRIES    
PRINTER:  INTERPRETS ZEROES INCITES ENTRIES 
4 11  3 ED: (Editor) OUR  VIGNETTES  FOUNT  ( burst forth with) VEIN [conduit]  ZERO  [count] 
4 11  4 PREPARED  REROUTES [texts]  VERSE METER, REVERTS [measure/number]  RETRIEVES 
PREPARED  REROUTES [texts] : VERSE METER [measure/number]  REVERTS 
4 32  4  PHILO [friend]  INFORMS  PALAEOETHNIC AN ART (Age of Leo etc – only yesterday* and see 1 67 4 ANU  FORMATION  ANTIOCH'S  
TANACH: (Anu. Nicaean council, those who edited the bible see 8 10 2 FEUDING RELIGIONS ) done by the Nicean Council in 325 AD 
(coincidence it is 324-5 missing years in the Western calendar – which are missing, tacked on) 
4 91  4 ANCHORESS  SEARCH  STAR CHARTS  -  REACHES  GENRES 
5 78  3 ENUMERATED JAIN ZEROES  CODE  (cipher):  EXUNDATE (overflowed, add to)  DATE  SEEDS CODES 
6 76  4  LESS  OBDURATE  MEDIA  ROUTE  ABOUT BROADEN NORMATIVE  LINES 
7 28  4  CHORE:  ENTER ZERO TIMES BORN [first published], SCHAPPE (silk thread, strong but hard to see) TOUCHES       [the truth]      
8 91  2  RULES  REZONES  ZEROES.  CLUES  PREVENT  LOUSY  SCORES    
9 58  3  TRY  OUR  ZERO  UUYRDS  (what are the chances of anyone  accidentally finding the cipher!   
          This is how he ''hocussed Hitler''  (4 26 3) 
9 62  2  ATTACH  COUNTS  ZEROES  RETROCESSION  EACH  SIZE  
9 73  1  FOCUS ON ENTRIES  OF  ZERO  ABOARD  BODY  [of work] 
FEATURED ENTER,  ELABORATE [vb]  CEY'S  JAIN  ABROAD [India] the real  clue (JAIN) was in the last of the "clue" lines 
OBDURATE  [people, doubters]  DEFY  BY [because of] ODD  FEATURE 
obdurate  [stubbornly] defy [others who would question] the odd feature. That is, by anagrams arriving in the English language.  
 THE ODD FEATURE  is aligning all these lines with ZERO!        
To ELABORATE:  to arrange the details, to develop further 
FOCUS ON ENTRIES OF ZERO ABOARD texts BODY FEATURED ELABORATE [vb]  JAIN ABROAD   
9 73  1  ENTER CEYS  ABROAD,(India) FOCUS ON ENTRIES OF ZERO ABOARD texts BODY FEATURED ELABORATE [vb] JAIN (an Indian)   
use the year Jain published zero = 458.  
THE ODD FEATURE  IS ALIGNING ALL THESE LINES WITH ZERO! 
Even so, one will not realise exactly what is meant without understanding  what QUATRAIN   3 94  says 
 It is the publication date  for  'zero' as a number 
9 91 2  R.O. CONCERNED HELEN with  ANALYZES TIMER (calendar) that is: finding the 324 missing years and how it was done which 
then led to finding why we have an extra one thousand years tacked to our calendars (see previous forums) ONCE (after) RE-
NORMALIZED  the  ANCESTRY (the Ancient Astronaut theory, Other Worlders, the Dero & The Alcyonese of the Antechrist, the “third 

peoples”  from before the Jesu Christos period, those which bibles call “fallen angels”. Those which Nostradamus named five times in the 
Epistle to Henri.                                                                                                                                                        Final word: “always, but always, look to 
the stars first” Preface to Cesar, his son. 
THE DATE JAIN PUBLISHED ZERO  AS A NUMBER  IS 458AD,  SO THIS IS THE NUMBER TO BE ADDED TO DATES IN THE QUATREINS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrmvftTDhoQ&fbclid=IwAR3Q8Ou2ULS2KTy3d9UC82tvs-8XqamH573YxTMeajAzCM7hQoWznqXO-vo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrmvftTDhoQ&fbclid=IwAR3Q8Ou2ULS2KTy3d9UC82tvs-8XqamH573YxTMeajAzCM7hQoWznqXO-vo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyEqXhpA9XQ
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So what does this wall frieze tell us? 
 
We can see the Goose Returning period; when Cygnus returns to the north 
or rather when Giza returns to the north 
 
We  see the memory stack  (C+F+STACK 
 
This little grey is the one above right on a coin 
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in the big red oblong is the from Sirius 

Mayan pyramid 
the sigil in green is the planetary reset symbol. 

The central Aztec  "sunstone" is a particle collider 

   
 

   
The Constellations Leech/Hirudo Canis Minor and Sirius are all a group and can be included in the Orion Group. 

The video/s regarding the "Corpuscular ship" are not. What they are catching is a golden cube which rarely allows its 

real shape to be seen. These Cube ships belong to the Oar League Mantids from Argo and are NOT related to 
any of the greys shown here.  The Golden Cube does contain at any given time any of the 20 allied Elohim members. 

  

 
This elder here is not the Elder of the Elohim Alliances, the one in 
the Sparsholt Crop Circle holding a disc and a tablet and the one 
below. 
which appeared the very same day as the other grey holding a disc 
– yet censored to all 
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At first glance this looks like a 
subnasal – but the eyes are set 

differently and not the same 
angle. This is an Elder of the 

Elohim Alliances and the same  
of the Alec Newald experience.> 

 
 

   
Golden Cube Oct 31 2020 over my farm closer look via phone camera silhouette of a cube leaving it 

 

 `  

my own shots of the Golden Cube over my farm: 

compare to the video "Corpuscular ship" which is not 
There are several crop circles showing the cube surrounded  

by its LUX or aegis-shield. The black cubes do NOT HAVE THIS 

 
 

£  3499 8 28 4 Au marbe eƒcripts preƒcripts intergetez. All scrips and bonds will be wiped out.  Cheetham  NESARA  but reading this the way I 

was told to (bi Thesaurus) it also says: intergrate/prescribe regulations at marble inscriptions,  refers to his tomb DOM Roman 
numerals and the queer words "One sent to die unique of all deaths" and D.O.M. says "500  not 1000" – with the J485 
number nought Jain published 
ZEE'S SCRIPT GAZETTEER PRESCRIBES CERES CIPRES cnim agency ZETA-PIERCERS PICTURES [and here they are] 

BEST GRASP STAR ZETA BRIEF/mandate:ARE AHPEE PRINCE/SiriusBEAST PEST REAPS BRAIN-RECTUM [ZEE IS Casseopea] 

IS CRAFTIER SERF TRICKSTER REPRESENTS CARPENTER FRIAR BEEN UP, RETURNS EFFECT STIGMATIZER  
 

ZETa-TALK 
The reason the post regarding "SUBNASAL" grays was not just to remind us there are many types,  

but to warn us of the main detail.  THEY LIE 

I was asked why there are so  few  ZETA types named in the Hidden Texts pdf  "84 EXTRA TERRESTRIALS." 

GREAT QUESTION 

Even the entire Template of QuatrEins computer programmed by Allan Webber contains only one mention of 

the word Zeta. In 8 28 4. The Table of 84 Extra Terrestrials (has 16 mentions) was taken from this Template.  

Pretty amazing when we realize that Allan does not believe in ET other than "angels".  
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Here is the continuation of that former post which shows that the SubNasal from Sirius (in a triad that includes 

Aldebaran and Alcyone the biblical fallen ones ) are responsible for such things as the kontrolling Vatican and 

Nazi paradigms. 

Anyone aware of the purported SERPO PROJECT? 

Where a dozen humans were sent to an erstwhile planet of the Zeta Reticuli system where the word Reticuli 

means NET... ? 

The following will explain why there are no [hive mind] Zetans described in The Template for the Hidden Texts. 

The reason is simple.  They are not from Zeta! 

Compare the craft shown here with those in the former posting 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/ALIENS-LIE.pdf 

 

Please understand that I am not "picking on" Nancy Lieder - she 

was not to know and not realizing that the resident E.T. in the 

western hemisphere are not here for us. 

The following images are mostly from her ZetaTalk website. There 

are a couple additional to those posted yesterday.                       

Here is her web site Header cover image. 

Compare it to the SubNasal from Sirius, especially the Vril craft 

 

 

  
 

Interesting that this "Zeta grey" from the ZetaTalk website is depicted 

with five fingers. 
Another image from ZetaTalk. Noting the long stalky neck same as the 

Maitre Grayles. 
 

 

 

To allow themselves made as images in statues and busts 

tells us they have an ego.  

Are THESE the pharaoh kings on Kings List that say they 

reigned for many thousands of years? 
 

The one in the middle could be said to have come  

"from heaven to Earth".  

We know this term as Anun.na.Ki 

 
Helen Parks 
The Craft in my main Post Image, the so called Zeta SERPO craft - I will just add a couple of images here for you to follow the progression. 

all these craft are run by the Triad under Antarctica. The Alcyone-Aldebaran-Sirius Triad. Alcyone being the biblical fallen angels. 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/ALIENS-LIE.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/sandi.cooke.3?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDozNjk5Nzc5NDkwMDgxNjg5XzM2OTk4MDc0MzM0MTIyMjg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjPH-2GIXaahV0JhINdNIlZY4CIh0VFfSTITsrT8KzzmEcM7zx592lhMPowiMiz9T01EEHA_7Ek-PKxfTDbPbqQMJNeJiIZPEU79CzFpYHXpQKr8_UIutK1R4ZEI5LgH_s5rohdnfx-DAfM15RtidBYCqV0Z9sgve73nyyAaelEw&__tn__=R%5d-R
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£  2871 1 42 4 Cherchant les or du  d’Amant & Pfelyn. Seeking the gold of the Ornament and Psellus. J555 publication 
In my opinion this is the most important of all quatrain advice. The gold is ormus and knowledge, Ornament is Nostradamus (3 94) but 
d’Amant is also black gems, used in ebonics, (d.e.f.) and Michael Psellus the younger wrote about quantum physics in his Chronographia 

MANDATE SPELT IN NOSTRADAMUS LATIN EPISTLES  ENRICHES CHANT. 

NOSTRADAMUS LOATH’D REPELLANT SPLENETIC PRINCE CROTCHLESS CHI’ SONS/greys TRANCHE/contract  
(STILL CONCERNS HEAP/PILE SPELL-CASTER ILLS)  
TRANCHE=matured contract – the TRADE IN CHILDREN CLAUSE    1933, which was not 1933 

PRINCE=Sirius    CROTCHLESS CHI’ SONS=the  non-gender Zeta45. And see the images herein  for SUBNASAL 

 

£  3495 8 24 4 Sera deceu baftard de Lufignan. the bastard of Lusignan will be deceived. 
U.N SIGNALED STEALING REDSEA; ANGRINESS U.N ABUSE GUILES.DREAD STAR SIGNS LANGUIDNESS DECREASES     
READ A. (Casseopean)  CUBE ADDED ABUTS adds more cubes BECAUSE BALUSTRADED USING LADDER stargate 
 

8 31 4  Et mis a mal par plus joyve Celin.      and is placed into evil by the young Selin.  
MY LAST NAME= Nostra=our. Damus=gift  NOS/we TRADAMUS/conveyPLACE AMNESTY ON  MALICE & JEALOUSY 
PLUS MY LAST NAME (our gift) JOY: YOU, ME, MY LAST LINES. (letters, Lost poems, Sixains and Q.12: 71)  
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LAME TEA/Sagittarian PARCS LIMPS:  SO YOU LIMIT, IMPLEMENT,  ISOLATE,  AMPLE MULTIPLE  ENVY-JEALOUSY  PEOPLE 
(easily said, not so easy to ‘implement’) 

CDC ADMITS  

 

J699 
 
the RESET 
period J699 
 
 
the last line 
seems to be 
French saying  
Chiffon 
put/made  

Regent J699 
 
which would 
be read,  
on purpose, as 
1699 
more  research  
needed 

 

THE SAME appears on the Bambara Walls at Kariong NSW 
 Australia, except that between times had been A  PLANET  RESET 

 

  

Here we can see the 
Goose Returning (now 
called Cygnus) and 
musca the fly aka 
Vespa the Wasp and 
Apis the Bee (aka Apis 
the swift) 
all facing the opposite 
direction to the 4th/5th  
dynasty  originals in 
Egypt. 
 
The pertinent hint is 
the red sun, or black 
sun. 
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Comparing  this Elder on the right to 
both the grey on the left and the 
Copiests SubNasal elder shown 
before... 
The grey on the left, putting his 
sunglasses back on, still does not 
seem to be  a Subnasal. It is this one 
that the public thinks is a Zeta. Yet it 
is not that either. The Zeta45  is a 
two brained   J-Rod.  
Orions Belt does seem to be present 

 
Finding an uncut, uncropped version of the Hopi Prophecy Rock is necessary. The oblong is the golden mean/orbit distances 

 

£  2731 10 3 3 Faux murmurer  fecours venir par lors, 

To murmur falsely then help to come, Hegelian dialect 
POLAR RUMOR MURMURERS copiests CERES 
- CORVUS NERVOUS PAIR, UNCOVERS 
NEUU SEXUAL RESOURCES.via mutilations  
UX~LX FORMULAS ARE RESCUERS. 

POLAR=Antarctica  
CERES = Subnasal 
UX = joint Urania dwellers 
L=60 based/formulae = Anakim    

9 44 4  Avant l’a ruent le ciel fignes fera. 
 Before the bucking (Earth) the skies will show signs. 

U.N INTELLIGENCES RUE NATURAL FEARS 
yes, fear affects everyone’s DNA, no one is immune. 

*AUSTRALIAN INTELLECTUALISER  SEES 
FAR ING FEIGNS UNLEARNT REAL SINGLE 
TUNE so saying even though I felt unready to do this, 

they knew otherwise  NATAL CELTIC RAVEN/date 

is Yule  CELESTIAL RUNE RAVEN  Corvus near 

Leo ‘managers of all’  CELT: giants CERN VALET – 

RELEVANT C/Ophiuchus  CERN VALET driven by - 

is relevant to Ophiuchus grayles 
 

 
1 67  

The great famine which I sense approaching 
will often turn (in various areas) then become world wide. 
It will be so vast and long lasting that (they) will grab 
roots from the trees and children from the breast. 
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1706 =  
a date not equivalent to 1706  
but  

ergo is     
 
Recall in a previous pdf that the 
last woodcut of astronomies in  
the reverse to that which we    
now have,  was dated  J719, which 
was begun J673C.E. a year after 
Giovanni Cassini witnessed the 
dead sun behind our sun in 672) 
making more sense of the J676 
reset date made by prince Otto. 
 
This one has Taurus in reverse (to 
what we see now) and a date of 
J706 for the depiction 
Julian 706 
compare to the event shown in 
the  J687   illustration 
(C+F+FIRMAMENT) 
 
AND THE OBJECT CAUSING THE 
ECLIPSE IS A COMET PASSOVER 

 

BY NOW 

Many of you who have put up with my fumbling through the thicket of misinformation, missed information, 

and disinformation  thrown at us by those who do not represent humanity born on Earth – or, as I should say 

now with complete  certainty – Earthlings -  ... 
Those of you who have made the same discoveries along the way in the years from August 2009- that the highest 
majority of source's  of  what we all thought was informed truth; are in actual fact, full-on lies and deceptions. This 
includes those web sites people love so much – The Andromedans, The Galactic Federation, The Sphere Alliance, the 

Ashtar Command, ikidpedia, Gaia TV and so on – have ALL been there to guide the public AWAY from the truth.  
Those who attempt to provide a more sound base for comprehension – such as these Hidden Texts of Nostradamus, 
The Disguised Script ("Riddles")  of  Da Vinci, and the secretive wisdom from St. Germain;  receive hurdles and 
problems  as censorship,  alterations  and much misinformation in a red window saying "this site is not secure" or 
"this pdf carries a virus". 

 
Working  out who the real enemy is, what their craft look like, how they are propulsed, and why certain of them 

keep  in  disguise and cloak themselves not only from discovery by unready us,  but discovery from their enemies. 
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THESE 

OFF WORLD BEINGS,  be they Extra Terrestrial ,  Inter-Dimensional,  Extra Dimensional  or "more 
from the Lithosphere" which means in deep underground bases –  a ll   have their own agenda.  
The most insidious of which is  destruction. Destroying the Living Library. Defoliat ion,  greed 
for money which makes  its  own superhighway of  environmental consumerism and destruction.  
Followed by the service- to- self  idea that we are all  "useless   eaters" .  
This thinking carries on into the animal  kingdom, with the idea they are all  "useless breathers"  
and here is  where I  am taking you.  
Since around 2013, there has been an agenda to genocide ungulates .  As you have learned in 
these Texts,  mankind has the mean s to make the weather whatever they want. On its  own this 
should prove to you that  grubberment is  diabolical .   They create huge droughts  such as the 
1930 Great  Depression,  which herds the public.  They also cause great wildfires –  the 1871 
Chicago fire was surrounded by these same off  world inspired  "darts from the skies" :–   
then when we have droughts –  the same grubberments have the means to quench them. 

 
So when we do get  to hear of  entire herds of Alpaca, Deer,  Guanaco, Vicuna,  Camels ,  Saiga and 
sheep & cattle  being targeted for extinction using the weather as excuse,  do you know why?  
First  i t  puts  entire ecologies  out of balance ,  including the biospheres which have their own 
problems from chemical trails  and environmental toxins,  such as dropping 1080 ad liberatum 
which to my mind is  more heinous than Hiroshima. Those craft dropping this money - making 
venture of sel l ing off residual product before the bigger problems  of  the mini solar system 
influence begins,   just beggars  the belief .  

Making money while there is  sti l l  money to  make.  INCREDIBLE 

BUT 

THE SECONDARY consequence is  STILL herding the public.  Combining ext inction of  ungulates ,  
one of  our MAIN food and textile sources, will  force us all  into the genetical ly manipulated 
world of cit ies and their  soul -less  transhuman agenda.  
Recall  the response of those beings which imploded the "moonship" which held Nostradamus ? 

2 72 3 Romains fuis, ò Gaule repoulsee.  J 555 

NEFARIOUS  PEURILE  ORION  IGUANA, INFAMOUS  PERILOUS  URANIA  UNFAIR  AHPEE MINOR  ALIEN  ARGUES  
ERASE  SOULS ENIGMA IN FAMOUS EERIER "PLAGUE" FOR  GRUESOME  AGE,   POSES  GLAMOUROUS  LEISURE. 
POUUERFUL  ELOIM,  PRAISE FAIR  LOUELIER UUISE  GERMAIN,  EASES  SUPERFLUOUS  OIL AS FREE FOR PROLE 
[FOLLOUUS] PILE-UUOLF ROSE-GLASSES PERSON POSERS  ARE FOUL SEIZURE [abduction] SAUSAGE OGRE PILFERERS 

❖ AHPEE MINOR  =  Sirius Minor, Canis Minor 
❖  [FOLLOUUS] GRUESOME  AGE  transhumanism –  pairs  1 82 3 

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee    J 5 6 2  edition  

CENTURIES CELTIC TREES QUATREINS BLOGS: DO NOT MISS  
BENIGN GOLDEN CREEDLESS  MANKIND  AGES  SERENE 
GREENNESS ONCE after GENDERLESS SEEN AND BEEN GRUESOME  AGE 
ENKI-RA  LOGS: NOT GOD  IN GOD’S  UUORLD -  IS BLISS 

 

The ancient Egyptian word Penu  ['the gods'] was pronounced Benu [South land], and Apus is in the south – 

Just as Q Anon is always saying "you will know them by their symbols" 

 
Have you worked it out yet?  

 The Industrial Military MEDIA Complex, run by the off world Sirius presence, the same which attacked Phil Schneider, 
and the same trying to take over our planet under the guise of the words    and  

C+F+SUUIFTLIER 
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CYLINDER CAUGHT BY THE AUTHOR 
How did it get my attention? 

It was travelling the opposite direction to all the other clouds 
These are the craft taking CARGO 
which is composed of our children 

 
That is the edge of my awning top of the photo 
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7 J555 May. 

Le cinq, six, quinze, tard & tost l'on seiourne, 
Le né sans fin: les citez reuoltées. 
L'heraut de paix vint & trois s'en retourne, 
L'ouuert cinq serre. nouuelles inuentées. 

The five, six, fifteen,  later and early the one stayed, Val Thor 

The heir's bloodline ended: WILLIAM the cities revolting: 
The herald of peace twenty (Elohim) &  three return’d made, 300 yrs? 

The overt five[Pentagon] locked up.  news inventing. 

 The five,= pentagon… six = unholy six of the Orion Group-FreeMasons,  fifteen, the false Wingmakers guru (ANUN.NAKIM 

 later and early = a time traveller 
102    J564 Octobre.       go to ANTENNAE continues 

La bouche & gorge en feruides pustules, 
De sept Grands cinq. toux distillante nuire : 
Pluye si longue. à non mort tournent bulles, 
Le Grand mourir, qui trestous faisoit luire. 

Both mouth & throat shall angry pustules burn, paraquat chemtrails 

Of nobles seven. cough phlegmy five shall wrack. 

So long a rain, blisters , Earth 
The Lord shall die, who shone on all alack! (Ala.Lu-Lucifer/Jesus)meaning 

The Lord shall die, who shone [Illuminati] a lack on all! 

5 11  3 Leur regne plus Saturne n'occupera,   see the three Quatrains, Saturnin burned by the Millers 
Having worked with this line, then going to find the Presages they mention, chills went up my spine... dates matched 
CLUE=REASON CONCERN: PURE CRUEL NERO ANU NOCTURNE ANGELS UP RUE RUN TRUCULENCE, PRUNE NURTURE RULE 
NATURES  SURREAL ARCTURUS UNCLE RETURNS CURRENT AGE, UNCOUPLES, SECURES NUCLEAR NEUTRONS PRESSURE  

COLLEAGUES  

There are two presages, one of which speaks of the turn (Octobre i564) and the other speaks of these dates and more... 

 

/Leech-Hirudo, 

RUE RUN TRUCULENCE      much meaning within these words.  The Anu will RUE the pretences against their idea of service 
to self (the TRUCULENCE) since their IQ is high enough to comprehend what they truly are yet force is still their means of 
getting their own way. And therein lies their problem.  
➢ PRONE ROLL Lying down 
➢ 

 
➢  

 
£   765 9 23 1 Puifnay jovant au frefch deffouz la ronne (i562)   
AETTIR (Eddur Elohim) FURCATES divides A.U. UNITY SPAN across the orbits (commenced October 11 2013) FUTHAERCS  RUNES  HOCUSSED S.S. 
HITLER  ZEALOTS,  pairs  4 26 3  
SURFACE  U.S. JUNTA  -  NONE JOY ~ TAFUR  ON Oannes AT S.S. NONES  date...    

 

£  1433 5 90 2 Inside Sparta and all of the Peloponnesus: (Adriatic) Very great famine, plague by  false dust,  
  ONENESS PORTENTATE the Elohim Alliances  SENDS  LOOP orbit  PELLE  named  A.D(Pisces age).  NONES DATE  spring  
  ROTATE  DEED  DEDANS/within  POLL.  OPENS DEADNESS  PART  LETS  DERO  OUT  
       

7 21 2 Dissimulee chassera le tyran:  the tyrant dissimulated will be driven out.    
MI ELDER CHANI: YELLS FUSE ALARM, DEFTER ILL FAME SLAYER RAY  IS FATAL FRY ALERT:  SAME  REALLY  RETARDS  EARTH 
This is the “Wave event” from the Casseopea Files and there is a crop circle showing a Golden Cube protecting not only Earth but Nibiru too 
£  1565 7 22 2 Yrez encontre amis de. Tarraconne, anger against friends of  Catalonia (or Iberia in Spain 

MIDAS/Leonine TRADERS ADMIRES EERY CANON SCENERY “being caught up’ raptured ONCE/after ARTEMIS/Orion  AIM 
RAIMENT/dressed up as  MARIE/asteroid name CREMATION  MANTICORE/the Sphinx  DATE 
 NONES RYE/Spring ERADICATOR TRADERS.. .CONSENT MISTREATED ARMIES.  

7 22 2  

             (soldiers are experimented upon by mandatory needles) 
ADMIRE SCENERY ONCE (after) TRAINS, M.E CANON MANTICORE [Sphinx] CREMATIONS NONES RYE [Celtic Spring] DATE 
[Roman nones was 5th day – of  April] and see the date for aimed asteroids other than “Iraq to Rome” as in Pisces (into spring 

SECRETARY MEAD RECANTER: singer ICON DERN Dahl CENTRES TREE CODE METRIC IN TRANCE, ERECTS MIND ZONE 
READ: REMINDER NEED SECRET CORN-ZEST ENZYME, RARE ORME MERIT ON ZINC MERCY SEAT TIMER/ stargate 
SANER TO REACT: INCREMENT DE-MONETIZE CREDIT. ENDS CRIME - CONDEMNS MENACE DOZEN Anu MADE AIM NEST (Earth) IN 

MONSTER TRENDS CYAN MICE IN MINDS (re-search Blue Mice Project which is related to the Cloud Project) 
YET NEONS, MANTIDS INSECT MENDS: MODERN ICE YEAR DENTS CRIME SIZE,  ENDS ZION EON 
 
£  1569 7 26 2  
 IS -RA-EL  TO RUE  METEOR:  VERMONT VENUE  = URGE  .NEVER MORE.TELL 
 this warning is for the collator-publisher/s – so far wherever the word Is.ra.el appears in a pdf it is red flagged, in this manner they 
are showing their own culpability                                                                                               

7 26 2 Sera livree une mortelle guerre: (Webber)  
EVEN MORE TRUE  IS-RA-EL  ILLEGAL REVENGE – RUINS  VERMONT 
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Footnotes  from  FIX THE CALENDARS 

124 1566 2024/year of the dragon Iun. l'Orient mis en armes 

IS EMINENT MITRE/pope RIOT RANSOMER IN  S.S. NONES RITES/Vril IS SAME ONE LIES IEARS TERM,SEEN ROSE IN 
some weeks after writing this down (during the proof reading) it suddenly dawned on me what this really meant ! 
Recall in videos of the Temple Mount an occasion (or two) where a fast ufo was witnessed arriving or leaving quite perpendicular to Temple? 

UFO OVER TEMPLE MOUNT  August 29 2016  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPbWaBz0vhw  ELM  date starts Sept. 1 

IS  SAME  ONES (Subnasal)   LIARS  IEARS  TERM =  the missing three centuries,and  the added 1000 years                           
 

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez ƒorche viendra cometre (continues) 
DENOUNCE UNRECOVERABLE CHEMTRAILS HAZE ON BREEZE AS DUNCE SCIENTISTS INSIST ‘BECOME VENERABLE  
NEED’ ... IS CLEVER CON:  UNDERneath “SMART” CHEMTRAILS UUILL DEADEN NEURONS AND DONE CRUDE OZONE 
STREAM... REACH  MUCH  LOVED  CONCERNED  COOLHEADED  ADORED  MUTINEER’S  RUSSIA:  UUHO  CULLS  ELITE’S 
VIOLENCES,  MIRACLE  EVADES  NEUU  ORDER  COVEN, CAMEL’S Camelopardalis Anakim CONCLAVE  CONVENED  TO  RULE  
VENAL CODE.  Corporate Entities determined to twist laws to suit money making – for them alone, aka, the TPP etc 

ALARM ALL:    

MEAD ALERTS: CRUEL DEMONIC DEVOURERS (OVERRATED CLOUDIER DREAM)  

REMEDIAL: ERADICATE MEDIEVAL CALENDER  EVILDOER  ERECTED MADE, CREATED, ALTERED CLAUSE OVERLAID 
 

NOSTRADAMVS,qu'il feroit volentiers imprimer 
ventriloquist (puppeteer)  imperialism transformed, drives over metropolitan fire-arms permission.  
Rival reformatted puppeteer. Inform visitors drop small vitae (children) requirement. 

 

  

J557 

 

Published:  July 11th  2013, May 18th 2013, Dec 29th  2014, Dec 30th  2015 all long before Trump was voted president and 
began his deep underground base elimination  “major homicide” of the very Dark Side.   And he (his military) have been 
using neutron bombs[hot air]  and ocean waters to assist in draining that swamp! 
4 27 3 Viendront liurer le prince Dannemarc 
READ: PRURIENT ILL MANNERED CONVINCER CONNIVANT DEARER costly CRIMINAL ENVIRONMENT PLUNDERER 
RELEVANT U.N. INTRUDER PRINCE/Sirius, the SubNasal from Canis Minor 
4 27 4 Rachat honni au temple d’Artemide. i iij  (14) 
MATHEMATICIAN ALIEN INJURED IDIOTIC  IDLE,  ATROPHIED MIND.  AIM IMPAIR THE IDEAL PRIME EARTH JUNCTION 
ALIEN IMITATED IN U.N. ,  PITCH MAJOR HEADIER, AIM INJURED THE ADROIT EMPATHIC, using fluoride/gmo *PATENT 
ALIEN AIM PUTRID MITRE (pope) AIM THE JUICIER (children) JOINT HEADACHE,  ODD HARM.  ALIEN AIM MIMIC THE 
RICH, MIMIC ADEPT TRUMP (MAJOR HOMICIDE UNDER), IMPACTED UIA HOT AIR  ATTACHED UUATER, IMPAIRED 
THE INJURED KÏNDER/children/pedicide.  ETHICAL ANON JOHN JNR; IDEAL N.UU.O. MUTINEER, AMPUTATE MIMMICKER.  
ALIEN AIM DOMINATE  OTHER ADDICTION  DICTATOR,Obama HE  AIMED  DECIMATE  THE  ‘AIRHEAD’/Gemini  IN  DEATH 
➢ *using fluoride/gmo  and now the stick up the nose damaging brain casing – so called C.o.v.i.d. test 
➢ OTHER ADDICTION = Obama, a homosexual and into heavy  bondage from his ‘wife’  “Big Mike”  according to Gene Decode. 
 

5 91 2 Du  bout  J557 Torrent & champ Athenien 

WE  A.C.E.  HINDER’D  COMPETENT WOMBAT/A us s i e POET CONTRACT;  HER  WORTHIER  TRANCHENT 

Yes, there was an agreement; from pre-nataL,  a form of contract that I was led to believe would complete by Sept. 19 
➢ £ 3599 C+F+ 9 28 4PREORDINATION pairs £ 73 1 73 1 PRENATAL4 91 1  and £ 3013 2 84 4 PRENATAL SAVANT £ 3220 4 91 4  In:  ABBA – FATHER IN HEAVEN – No Accident 

2020. To my puzzlement there seems to now  be an extension with the word “tranchent” meaning  ‘instalment’ 

HAD  BEEN  TENDERED  BRAIN DEATH  (BI  THE  INBRED)  THAT  WHICH WE OMNIPOTENT  REPAIRED.  
So saying the ganglion damage they repaired March 20 2017 was  sent by the hatred mongers 

    an event predicted beforehand, providing the exact date and reason – "brain ganglion repair" returning with blind eye fixed 
C+F+4  67  &  Template £ 2390   In:  ABBA – FATHER IN HEAVEN – No Accident 

WE  ABHOR, AND TERMINATE  THOU NORTHERN INTERBRED  IMPOTENT ANU CONTEMPT,  EMINENT HATRED, 

ADEPT DEBAUCHMENT PRIMED THE  BEATEN DOWN EARTH  BOAT;  DEEPER NUMBERED  BECAME  HATCHED 

BOTH ORION  HUNTER-MOTHER OEDIPEDEAN MARDUK  AND [ENTOMBED] DECENT  BRAT NINURTA  BACKED 
ATTEMPTED ENCUMBER ANCIENT HUMANE  MANURE  HEAP,  COMPUTER CHEATER  DEMON  DNA  HACKED . 
CHE-RUB TEN CUBE: WHITE HAT RAMBO MARINE  WITH PROTECTED  TRUMP:  PROBE   D.U.M.B  UNMATCHED. 
➢ A.C.E. = Andromeda – Casseopea – Elohim Alliances 

➢ BECAME  HATCHED: the consistent genetic meddling underground done with the one purpose of raising living beings to be used 

➢ ORION  HUNTER = the Orion Group – so saying this faction of the Anakim (Marduk and Ninurta) are behind  the FreeMasons 

➢ MOTHER  OEDIPEDEAN  these texts have said Marduk is not by EnKi, but a half brother-cousin, born from a wife of EnKi 

➢ [ENTOMBED] NINURTA  he who was put in one of the tombs at Saqqara by a half brother, released “half  mad” 

➢ CHE-RUB TENgolden CUBE: Recall “BRAN.CHES”  capitalized, with Bran becoming Chani, the “Che” is prefix to their own name 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPbWaBz0vhw
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1 40 1 La trombe faulfe difsimulant folie  The false edict concealing madness   (removing 324 years and adding 1000 

ANIMAL BULL’S TOMB OF FRAUDFUL ANU OF STRIFEFUL ALIEN FAMILIES’ ILL FAME  SEATS ILL FATED FALSIFIER, AIMS DOLE-FUL IDLE 

the tomb at Saqqara where the huge lid was moved sideways – once held Ninurta for centuries 

If  you have been following Ninurta/James Casbolt  (the "brat") throughout these texts and his MANNEQUIN A.I. , you will see 
references to not only his period in South America as Ninurta (followed by periods he himself spent there as a sexual 
controlled child by the Aldebaran), but also details about his being locked away in one of the Saqqara tombs by his relatives. 
Which relative?  
Why, the one with the most to gain – Marduk.  Casbolt is the "great-nephew" in the quatrains. 
 6 22 "Nephew wounded at London" 

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee When [the timing] columns of wood [Sequoia] great quaking [California]  
NINURTA DOUBLE EAGLE BULL MADE DEADENED, LOCKED SENSELESS, BECALMED CENTURIES IN SAQQARA/Serapium TOMB.   
EMERGES ABLE BODIED,  AT GREAT MADNESS EDGE .  
 9 22 DucMantorAlbe codes within codes  
DRACULA  BRAT ENTOMBED UNDER ALTAR; ABORTED, the entombment of Ninurta (the ‘brat’ aka James Casbolt) aborted, indeed    

elite  TO BECALM MANURE BARON CAME NOT MATURED came before their time (or as a clone) 

10 70 1 L'oeil par obiect ferra telle excroissance,[the] Object via looking glass will grow so much,               
 /Ninurta /Lord  /Russia's /Putin   

▪ In recent months we have learned the BRAT (made that way by the Aldebaran sexual rogues) is James Casbolt a.k.a Ninurta – 
who loved his mother so much he made lovely gardens for her.  

▪ so it seems, that Casbolt/Ninurta often bucks the traces of his heritage (which is why Ninurta was locked in the Saqqara tomb, 
only to escape after centuries  "nearly mindless") despite being programmed to "be activated soon" – his own instincts rebel 
against the damage (to humanity) that his "Manchurian candidate" actions stimulate.  This line     is saying he is very happy 
that Russia is defending herself against the alien New World Order take-over. An event which has appeared in their "RARE 
BELL" – the "docking bell portal"  

 
6 22 2 Nepveu a Londres par paix feinte menrtry:  Nephew wounded at London via feigned peace: this is James Casbolt/Ninurta 

 the word "meurtry" = wounded, has been altered to menrtry (R MEN TRY) 
In 2017 James Casbolt/Ninurta was gaoled by a London Court via untruths 
They keep putting him "out of the way" - beginning in this historic period at Saqqara, entombed in the Sepulchre of the Bulls, put 
there by his relatives. He reiterated that he was "about to be reactivated". 
A,

/Cass FAX  L/Tau Ceti DOREAN APPRAISE PAPERS UALUE, RUE APPEARS R E.T. ENTRY SPREAD ; UUEAPON LENDERS RESPOND: 
 FIX RECRUITMENTS  

PAPERS =  the Living Library of Earth    R E.T. Draco E.T.  SEEMS TO APPEAR = holograms    RECRUITMENT: happening now 

Appeared in THE ADRIATIC AND LEONARDO continues from Page 41  [of the pdf ] The Adriatic  
 124 J566 Iun.2024/year of the dragon   l'Orient mis en armes: The East made put to arms                 (written a handful of days before NostraDamus was found dead) 

SINISTER MOLE MAN SIR INTERS TIRELESS MINOR STERNER REST IN TIERS SITE Saqqara-Ziggurat RISEN, REMAINS LIAR  
IN SEMINAR The Last Supper IS RIOT RANSOMER IN S.S.RITES – RESISTER : RESIST ENTIRE 
 

1 82 1 Quand les colomnes de bois grande tremblee i 562 edition 
MAN-LIKE LEONINE ENTOMBED RANKLESS;  IS SNEAKIER NINURTA  'AS DEAD' 
so his own kind did it to him, we saw in a another line it was a rarely mentioned relative (another son of Marduk) who locked 
Ninurta away, and that was what the huge lid pushed aside on one of the sarcophagi was all about, Ninurta escaping. 

from LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED contd. Dec 29 2016 

The Hidden Texts say Ninurta was "locked in time" by one of his jealous half brothers. In one of those Saqqara Tombs. 

Ninurta was needed more recently (he is now James Casbolt and Da Vinci painted him) so they released him "half mad". 
 

1 26 3 Suiuãt prefaige tumbe d'heure nocturne, According to the presage falling at  night hour, 
PUT  UNAMBIGUOUS, TRUE  HEARTED  INFERENCE  IN  FRENETIC  TUNE: (the texts) 
A HUGE AU golden CUBE, NICE BUG UP [Mantid],  E.D. (extra dimensionals) 

AIM INTERRUPT SUN THREAT DUE FOURTEENth DECEMBER  RAT/ 2020 and yes, there was a sun threat 
GATHERED IN EUBACTERIUM (which had been sent in chemtrails in another line)  
Appeared in Androgyne Dorean Smart SpaceSuit Part Two June 30 2018 which had to be re submitted to Folio 7 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3727832833943021&set=p.3727832833943021&type=3&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUPdiyY18IvjR_i41o0in6_omWcH1llO40M8hImV2ZSRU9a4XpMBW6fvXtsvlkavB33WJXFR6yg6tGgoW3Hsi7n001YdvhVkI9NHYXTTcaFKQ-nccI_TPn8gO14au4XP6xfXdu8uVWLklKt1QDrLCWCQj5OmzXpCuw_3Pr9R0ZQnw&__tn__=R%5d-R
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  THE word BEEF above was meant to be placed as:  VIPERINE BEEF INVADER, since the BULL refers to Ninurta 

 
➢ well. We know that can’t be right. The term OK was not in use until this last century. Otto brought forward the 

new age in J676 by  calling it the new millenium,  due to the Passing Over of Ison. Not so dumb in some ways. 
 

1 26 4 – Conflit Reims, Londres, Etrufque peftifere. Etruscan/Tuscany  – Reims – London, disruption, outcast/cast out. 
 ,  there iss a vignette shows  this 
FRICTIONLESS  PRELUDE - R.O.Andr. Cncl.  FREQUENT [ATTEND]  PLENTIFUL SEQUENCES 
 

 

 

1 26 4 
  
 

We have here a vignette which shows the roll was expected in year of the sheep  = 2015, in 
Scorpio And it was expected again in October of 2020 – which did not happen [yet] either 

The golden mean refers to the distance between orbits 
The banner (Milky Way) shows a roll around the sword (Orion) 
The Arm had something to do with the interruption – 
 they are the warrior Seraphim from Serpens (1 10) behind Arcturus -  Boötes. 
The “branch” with minimal “haplocaulescence” ( DNA reproduction) sits on the Ash Tree, 
Some would call this the Tree Of Life. I don’t.  
The banner at the very top describes Isaiah’s “dance” – ie: Earth half turning and returning 
OH, and the other thing which did not happen was the October  Epistle event “when everyone 
will think she has lost her gravity”…  
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ASTEROID METEOR 
£  2852 1 23 4  
£  1082 2 39 2 
£  1130 2 87 2 
£   419  5 19 1 
6 47. and 11 others collected “More than ten” 
3 45 3 
4 73 
£  3219 4:90:4 
5 20 
£   631  7 31 1 
O      9 52 4 
£  2728  9 100 3 
 10 39 3 
£  908  10 66 1 
£   918  10 76 1 

£  1949  1 63  3 
1 87 4 
£  1082 2 39 2 
2 73 4  
C+F+ “ENGL”   There are 15 results relating to England, 
English, Englanders and most are about meteorites at 
Os/Capricorn/Pearl/Yule date 
3 12 1 
4 45 1 
4 44 
6.69 
£  1569 7 26 2 
£  3649 9 78 4 
To find them in the PDF press C+F+ the number 
Eg: C+F+ 1 63 3 

There are two differing directions for aimed bolides 
One lot towards England (relating to Brexit?) Yuletide 

Vermont 10 lines- Dutch Guiana10 39-  curving across Chile  
toward “Belouu China”£ 3219  4:90:4 date Pisces Feb 22-March 21 

 

 
4 27 4 Temple d’Artemide.  
I'M DEPARTED, ELDER LET ME MEET  ADEPT DAHL DEEP MERIT, DELETED MAP TIMER orbit. PERMITTED ME MET 

MI PERT LEPER Lay apprentice  DATED APRIL,  RE-ADMITTED [six  more  times after  January  2009 to July 2017] 
The first visit in January was fleeting. It felt more like a test for my response. The Easter/April visit was in depth. 
➢ ADEPT DAHL is cat eyed Valgrind, the Face In Lace, the “latticed one”   

Edda 22.  is the lattice one  called,     On the plain that it stands 

UALGRIND = RAN DR.  ARRI UED RING, GLAD GIRL GAUE AUID GRAND UANIR LINE 

o        " holy before the holy gates (stargate) : ancient is that latticed one,   
o       but only few know how its lock is closed."  The Triple Method 

The Face in Lace cropcircle turns out to be a Dahl (cat eyed Nordic) of the Elohim Alliances, say other lines and 
now we have a name for him, since it was he who  in  7 22 2 said 

SECRETARY MEAD RE-CANTOR: singer  ICON DERN Dahl/Valgrind  CENTRES TREE CODE METRIC IN TRANCE, ERECTS MIND ZONE 

➢ DERN is the name of the multiverse Valgrind the extra dimensional  Dahl comes from 
➢ DELETED MAP TIMER telling us who it was that “shortened the days” in 2011 (when Mediteranean clocks lost 

20 minutes – twice) to move Earth out of harms’ way Dec 13 (St Lucy’s Day 2012) and Toutatis missed us. 
➢ LEPER: Lay apprentice still in the process of learning.  This took from August 2008  until  late 2012.  When 

the Triple Method codes were “allowed” to me and using the Bibliography provided BY the Template for 
the Hidden Texts. 

➢  DATED APRIL,  this is the April of 2009, “she berates her vertebrae Easter”  When the second full body visit 
happened, and he was wearing clothes from the fifth-sixth centuries, the very reason for this visit. 
 

 £   951    1 8 2 Allan Webber’s Template referenceSeras, (will be) chãgeãt les loys barbares (when banksters laws will be changed – J582, into new fiscal year) 

ARCHER/Sagittarius Nostradamus SEER SEES SHE BERATES HER VERTEBRAE EASTER  following a minor tractor turnover  accident 

➢  sees, literally, while actually visiting 
 

LISTEN CAREFULLY, use headphones – it says I AM JOE BIDEN 
But would Steve Huff be aware of clones yet? 
I SPEAK WITH THE DEAD CLEARLY using the new SIGNAL APP. Crazy Relevant MESSAGES for our time. - YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ww4O-CfSWg&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR13nxB-  

 

 

 
 

Several Contactees 
have painted the man 
in blue with the big V. 
 

Several Contactees have 
painted the man in blue 
with the big V. 
See here  behind the man 
with specs. The artist 
here seems to be green 
scale color blind. See the 
entity at the very  top left  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ww4O-CfSWg&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR13nxB-NSfYgqLfGm2to4OixRPE_5QEeDCEUta5weo8ZVWgYRd6FRfFnVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ww4O-CfSWg&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR13nxB-
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Duke of Cumberland coin 
How are your eyes? 
 
Do you see it? 
 

Culloden  J746 
2020A.D. – ł746 =  274 years ago 
Or 
We are in 

1344C.E. – julian 746 = 598 years 

 

 

Even though the public was threatened with being fined if 
they used the Julian prefix, they still found ways to let 
their future (us)  know that things were not quite right 
This silversmith has disguised inside his workmanship the 
date of Julian 690 and a half. 
We have seen that Otto  began his new kalends at July of 
J676  thanks to the new era of  Ison arriving, peaking in 
J688 and gone by  J719. 
We have seen that particular July (mid summer) had the 
Thames freeze over.   
So Otto just  brought  Yuletide  forward! 
This event is backed up in Chronology  of  Weather 
Events by James A Marusek – but you need to go to the 
date of July ł695 (1695) because he has not been able to use 
Julian either! 
The fact that Otto began his new calendar with  a # 1 
and simply “lost” 324½ years made no difference to the folk 
who were still living in Julian kalends, and stayed that way up 
to and after J820.  See the 1.820  stone. 

 

 

1 62 4 Que de long ƒiecle neƒe verra refaict.  b iij   (C+F+ 5 61 4 

IF ENQUIRED   
GENERAL  OFFICER  SAID : ¨IOUR  DATES  ARE  EFFICIENTLI CONJOINED¨ 
Here is something extremely interesting, spotted last night (January 1 2017) on the 
Antiques Roadshow, a very old program because Tim Wanacott is one of the experts. 
<-This is very early in the ł800’s (when very late in the ł700s [ł795] I spotted a date on   
an object which still held the " j " as a prefix) and it strikes me that someone was trying 
to leave a strong clue here. See the ‘‘j’’ and the "J" as the heading?  J for Julian  Now  

look at the full stop after the number one in the date. 
 All pointers contain eight or 16 ‘spokes’.  Set in stone. 

                                     5 61 4 Et des monts feux juƒques mont Senis. 
                                            TOUUNSMEN  KNEUU,  MEND: EXTENDS STIFF SMOKE SCREEN MOMENTS IN STONE 

 

 £  22124 26 3 Denuech l'bousq, lou gach dessous lastreilhos By night the ambush, the sentinel under the vines 

REALISTS HOLIER SCHEDULE (these texts) HOCUSSED HITLER. C+F+9 23 1 
HELIOS the sun STAR  TAILS BELCH, [Henry]SALTS HERON/Bennu-Grus chameleon  ALTERS  SOULS 
Hocussed Hitler pairs  9 23 1 FUTHAERCS RUNES HOCUSSED S.S. ZEALOTS, (Hitler)  (and see Henry Salt in BAUVAL forum) 
GOOD HUGE DOUBLE GOLDEN CUBES QUEEN, CLUB FOOTED, CARE FOR  FAITHFUL THANKFUL SCHOLAR IS CREDULOUS: 
 club-footed are one of the little greys of the Elohim 

SACRED BIREO/Cygnus HERO FILCHED COBRA/Putin; ECHOED RUSSIAN ACE (see the Golden Cubes video in the PUTIN forum) 
UUE CHERISH TELLINGER HAS CHECKED, ABLE DEDUCE THE FABULOUS ELOHIM UUHO ARE UUEDDED GRACE-FUL ALLIANCES: 
CLUES HEREIN 
UUOEFUL FICKLE COREI GOODE IS CHEERFUL OF BLACK DEATH KILL, FEATURES FEARED SELF-UUILLED STENCHFUL FAT-HEAD 
SCOUNDREL Marduk  HUNCHBACK  LAESTRIGONE :WRATHFUL  SIR Marduk UUICKEDNESS BEHEAD OFFENCES, SUCKS BLOOD 

 SHOUUS  OFF FAKE  BLACK  CUBE  CLOUDED see El Paso video3 77 4  
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   4 20 3  

 

 
4 20 3 Oannes transport the Earth, body of water dead 2crop circles  Da Vinci also spoke about this 

  
The “three orbits out” is  in the Aztec Sunstone crop circle in a one hundred acre overnight Texas green corn crop 

 

 
As far as I know the Project Camelot team was the only 
one which grabbed aerial shots just before grubberment 
swooped in to destroy this. Sometime around 2008. 
This particular angle does not allow us to see the three 
Earths being moved as clearly as another shot they took. 
Earth being dropped off her orbit and moved out, bottom 
left hand corner,  just as the Hopi Prophecy rock tells us. 

 

 4 20 The place will praise peace and plenty for a long time  
goes with 10 89 fifty seven peaceful years 1946 – 20 3 2003 

Throughout its realm the fleur-de-lis [free electricity] deserted: 
Oannes transport the Earth, body of water dead 2crop circles 
from Gulf oil Spill-corexit-Fukushima – all planned 

Pointless hoping being raptured (caught up) is fortunate 

  


